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I
CAN’T remember why my wife, Kath
and I decided to drive 20 odd miles to
visit a plant nursery tucked away in the

Dorset countryside last weekend. I usually
just go to our local garden centre or one of
the DIY chains for garden supplies.

Wolvercroft World of Plants at Alderholt
turned out to be an oasis of beautifully
presented plants. I weaned myself off
impulse buying years ago, and now I never
buy a plant until I’m certain it’s what I want
and need. But this was different.

The only thing I had in mind that day was 
a selection of compact perennials and
shrubs to fill in around the pond – a
planting I’ve never got right in the past. Kath
picked an unusual creeping thyme (a big
pot to split into two plants), some wild 

Amateur

Get in touch! Q amateurgardening@timeinc.com

QWestover House, West Quay Road,
Poole Dorset BH15 1JGQ	 01202 440840

Experts helpline:

Q 	 0843 168 0200
(12-1 Monday - Friday)

Tim Rumball ’s

Editor’s letter
violas (which will self-seed nicely), and a
couple of Alpines – erodium and a thrift.

Then I spotted the climbing roses – just
what we needed to grow along the fence at
the back of the new patio. We selected a
thornless, scented, sexy pink ‘Zephirine
Drouhin’. A little further on a neat little
Stachyurus praecox was in full flower.
Kath’s mum Edith bought and planted one
last year, but it died – so the perfect gift.

There was more, including seeds,
compost, two unusual hardy geraniums,
steel plant supports, stout hanging basket
brackets… and yes, it’s got a tea shop. In all
we spent over £100! But it was fun, and
reminded me of the excitement I felt when I
first started gardening. Worth every penny.

Have a great gardening week.
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Take herb cuttings

H
ERBS are something of a
mainstay in my garden.
I have planted variegated and 
blackcurrant sage, as well

as fennel and feverfew, to add
scent, colour and structure to
the borders.

Pots of sage, oregano,
thyme, mint, and a bay
tree, grow in containers
by the back door for
culinary use, and a large
rosemary bush flourishes
by the front door – all are
within reach of the kitchen
where they’re needed.

After a time, many types of
herb can become woody, leggy and a
lot less productive.

You can replenish their numbers by
sowing seeds, but a more failsafe method of

Ruth explains why late spring is the perfect time to
multiply your stock of herbs using shoots and roots

Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

Multiply your herbs by 
taking cuttings or
dividing plants

propagation is to take cuttings from various 
parts of the parent plants.

There are several ways of doing this.
Tarragon, for instance, can be

multiplied in spring through root
cuttings, while you can take

softwood cuttings from
shrubby herbs such as

rosemary, oregano
and thyme.

You can even increase
stocks of sage by sitting

cuttings in water, where
they will happily take root.

So if you do nothing else
this Bank Holiday weekend,

have a go at taking cuttings from
your perennial herbs. It is so easy, and

this is the perfect time to do so, because the
plants’ new shoots are full of sap and vigour 
and should root successfully.

Sowseedsofbasil,

corianderandparsleyevery

fewweeks,forasteady

supplyoffreshherbs

in  your kitchen.

TopTip
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Always remember to water
herb divisions and cuttings
 well after re-potting

How to take 
softwood
cuttings
of herbs

1 Using a sharp, clean gardening
knife, cut a 3in (7cm) piece of new

growth from the parent plant. Strip off 
the lower leaves. 

2Insert the cuttings into damp, fresh
seed & cuttings compost. If you

can’t do so straight away, put cuttings
in a plastic bag to keep them moist.

3Cover the cuttings with a plastic bag
or propagator lid, and keep them

light and warm. Pot on the seedlings
when they root, in around a month.

The easy way to grow more oregano

Step

by step 
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1 Fill a 5in (12cm) clay pot with compost
and perlite. The clay pot lets air get to

the roots, and helps prevent waterlogging.
2 Carefully dig up an established

tarragon plant and cut 3in (7cm) 
lengths of stout, white root. 

3 Take as many cuttings as you need, but
no more than 1/3rd of the parent plant’s

roots. Trim lateral growth on cuttings.
4

Lay them flat and gently press the
cuttings into the compost. They

should be just below the surface.

Q You can root some herbs, such as
sage, by placing cuttings in a pot of
fresh tap water. Roots should start to 
emerge within a week or two.

QWhen they are well established,
place the cutting in a 3in (7cm) pot,
and carefully sprinkle slightly damp
compost mixed with perlite around  
the roots.

Q Firm in the cutting, and leave it
somewhere light and warm to grow.�
Don’t let the compost dry out.

Sage is a plant that will root freely

Tasty chives: Sow seeds of chives, or divide clumps

early in the year to make new plants. Cut back growth

before flowering for a second flush of tasty leaves.

Water the pot, label it, and place it in
a cold frame. By next spring, the roots
should have sprouted and established, 
and the plants can be potted on.

Take root cuttings 
of tarragon

How to get herbs
rooting in water

Step

by step 

M
OST of us, at some point, have
either bought pots of growing
herbs, or packets of fresh cut
herbs, during the weekly trawl

around the supermarket shelves.
They aren’t particularly cheap, so to make

pot-grown herbs go further, you can divide
large clumps into more pots, and in some 

Supermarket herbs
How to get more herbs for your money at the checkout

cases harden them off, and plant them out
into the garden.

Soak the plants well before dividing, and
then gently, but firmly, tease the rootball
apart. Plant up the divisions in pots with
fresh compost - I use John Innes No 2 - and
water again to settle them in. Keep them on
a light windowsill, and use when needed.

Fill around the divisions with
fresh potting compost

You can get two or more divisions
from a pot of supermarket parsley

As soon as you have finished taking
root cuttings, return the parent plant 
to its place in the garden
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An easy way to root perennial herbs
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Building your greenhouse
Ruth finds that putting up a greenhouse is well worth the
trouble... even storm damage didn’t dampen her enthusiasm!

A
GREENHOUSE is a pretty essential
tool if you are serious about your
garden, and one has been on our
wishlist for several years.

The modelwe chose is a 8ftx6ft (2.4mx1.8m)
greenhouse from Eden. It has awindowwith
a heat-activated opener, plus staging running
the length of one side, a small internal shelf,
guttering and an attachment for awater butt. 

And because life doesn’t already have 

enough challenges,we decided to put it up
ourselves, even though most supplierswill
carryout the construction for an extra fee.

You needweed-suppressing fabric, rubble
and gravel for the foundations, aswell as dry
days to get the job done. Equipyourselfwith
sturdygloves,white spirit, and a selection of
tools. It isn’t the easiest of DIYjobs, and it isn’t
a one-man (orwoman) job, but it is definitely
possible – and hugely satisfying to complete! 
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It doesn’t take long to start
fi lling up your greenhouse

1Decide where you want the greenhouse
to sit, then measure the dimensions

accurately on the ground. Dig 8in (20cm)
deep foundations. Line them with a weed-
resistant textile membrane.

2Re-fill the foundation trenches with
rubble to make a firm base, so the

frame will be stable on the ground. Leave
room at the corners for concrete to secure
the posts anchoring the base to the ground.

3Assemble the base, set it on the
foundations. Make sure all corner

angles are true 90˚ and it is level, or the
frame will be askew and the glass won’t fit.
Concrete the corner anchors into place. 

4 Interpreting the instructions carefully
– no easy feat! – start to assemble the

frame. Lie the pieces on a flat surface and
start joining them together, starting with 
the gabled ends. 

5Build the frame piece-by-piece using
the nuts and washers supplied. Read

the instructions carefully, as it can be fiddly
slotting the frame together, and securing 
the pieces the right way round.

Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

Siteyourgreenhouseonan

east-westaxis,tomaximisethe

sunlightitwillreceive.Keepit

awayfromoverhanging

treesortallhedgesthatwill

casttoomuchshade 

when in leaf.

TopTip



6The frame is lightweight and flexible
at this point, so it is relatively easy

to assemble each piece alongside the
foundations, and then move it into its final 
location once it is completed.

7With the frame in place, add the glass.
Carefully remove it from its boxes, and

make sure all the panes are intact. Wipe
each pane down with white spirits to
remove residual grease and smears.

8The panes are secured using metal ‘S’
hooks. Each pane sits in the bottom

curve of the hook, with a slight overlap
between each pane to help make the 
greenhouse watertight.

9The fixing of each pane is reinforced
with springy metal ‘M’ clips that slot

between the face of each pane and the
framework. This is fiddly, so take care not 
to crack any panes of glass..

10‘Storm Katie’ landed just as the
greenhouse was completed, and

blew out two panes. We bought more from 
a local glazier, and secured them with  
extra M clips – so far successfully!

11The greenhouse is filling up fast,
with staging down one side, which

is already laden with seedlings. There’s
room for growbags on the other side, for
tomatoes, cucumbers and aubergines.

Wise watering: To make watering

as green and convenient as possible, attach

a water butt to your greenhouse guttering.

It’s time to prune fig trees
FIGS are best grown as either half-standard or bush trees, and
will do well in the ground (in a ‘fig pit’ to contain their roots) or in
a container. Prune in late spring for the best results.

You should aim to develop an open crown that will let light into
the rest of the plant. In spring, remove any branches that spoil
the open shape, or which are crossing or damaged. Also get rid of 
any suckers emerging from the soil.

Branches that have grown too long can be cut back to a 2in
(5cm) stub to encourage strong new growth.

Established fan-trained figs are pruned in June, by pinching
out the growing tip of every other young shoot to encourage
lower, bushier growth. Young fan-trained trees with no branches 
should be cut back to 15in (40cm), leaving three strong buds.

Cut back young trees with some branches to 15in (40cm),
to two well-placed branches to form the main ‘arms’. These
are then tied to canes and reduced by two-thirds to an upward-
facing bud.

Remove weakened or crossing
branches in spring

Grow figs in pots 
or in the soil
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Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

1 From the edge of the parent plant’s
crown, cut away a 4in (10cm) shoot

which may also have a few roots attached.
2 Use a sharp knife to remove lower

leaves from the severed shoot, and 
pinch out the growing tips.

3 Insert the cuttings around the edge of
a pot of seed & cuttings compost and

perlite – space them 2-3in (5-7cm) apart.
4

Cover the surface with coarse grit
to anchor the plants and help stop

waterlogging. Water the cuttings well.

S
OME gardeners can be wary of
taking cuttings, worried that they
will damage the parent plant, or end
up with lots of pots of failed and

drooping shoots.
However, taking basal shoot cuttings is a

fast, fuss-free way of multiplying treasured
perennials such as lupins, lamium and
delphiniums. These plants form dense 

Taking basal cuttings
Ruth shows an easy way to multiply flowering perennials

Don’t poison
your pollinators!
Take care when using pesticides

Q Pesticides are a useful tool, but be
cautious when using them, as they
can do more harm than good, and kill 
pollinators and beneficial insects.

Q Use pesticides on still mornings or
evenings, where there is no wind to
spread them to neighbouring blooms.

Q Avoid spraying plants when they are
in flower and attractive to bees, and do
not use them just before rain, as they
could wash into the soil and eventually 
contaminate the water table.

clumps, or grow tap roots. Take cuttings in
late spring when plants grow strongly.

You will need a clean, sharp knife, a mix of
seed & cuttings compost and perlite, a clean
plastic bag, and a 5in (12cm) clay pot.

Put cuttings in the bag when you remove
them, to stop them drying out. Use clay pots,
because they are porous, allowing air to the
roots which helps prevent waterlogging.
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Morning is the best time to take basal cuttings,
when plants are turgid and full of moisture 

Do not use pesticides
on fl owering plants

Cover the cuttings with a plastic bag and

place the pot on a saucer of damp sand

somewhere light and cool, but away from 

direct sunlight.

An easy guide to 
basal cuttings

Step

by step 

The cuttings will take around a
month to produce their own roots

Takingbasalcuttingsmeans

thattheplantsyougrowfrom

themwillbetruetothe

variety’scolouringandwillnot

reverttooneofitsparents,as

canhappenwithplants

 grown from seed.

TopTip
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Gardening Week
with Peter Seabrook, AG’s classic gardening expert

Thyme for potting up

W
HEN potting on and planting up
containers it continues to
surprise me that so few people
are aware of a simple way to get

plants safely into their new positions 
without damage to roots and top.

Demonstrating to children I describe it as 

‘the inverted sand castle technique’, which
they always love doing. The process involves
watering the plant well first, then removing
its pot. The pot is positioned in a new larger
container and fresh compost filled in around
it. Where it is not quite upright and straight
amongst the fresh compost it is simply a
matter of emptying out and starting again 

Peter uses a tried and tested technique to pot up fresh herbs

QHorseradish – container growing
controls this thug of a plant. Choose 
a deep pot for its long roots. 

Q Chives – are both ornamental with
attractive mauve flowers in early
summer, and useful for fl avouring. 

Q Basil – purple and green leaved
basil in one container look attractive, 
but grow better in a warm spot. 

Newly potted up these
herbs will be kept by the

back door for easy access 
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Peter’s tips for
herbs in pots  

until the correct positioning is achieved.
Carefully remove the empty pot, and the
plant rootball will drop neatly into the 
vacant space.

I do this potting of the empty pot as pretty
well standard at home, as illustrated here
with three different thymes. These herbs
require free draining, lighter soil than the
heavy Essex clay in my garden so container 
growing is a convenient alternative.

I chose creeping red thyme for the front,
and two variegated leaf cultivars at the rear
to make this pot both decorative and useful.
It will be placed close to the kitchen door
where it will be handy for collecting fresh
leaves to make either parsley and thyme 
stuffing or casserole flavouring.

Thymes will be kept full of fresh young
foliage by repeated trimming, although trim 
too regularly and the early summer
flowering will be lost. A similar treatment
can be given to several of the different leaf 
coloured sages and mints. However,
rosemary is much stronger growing and 
better given a container of its own.  

“Thymes will be
kept full of fresh

young foliage”

Use a pot of the same
size as your plants
come in to form
pockets in the new
pot’s compost
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Keeping your seedlings strong

O
VER the past few weeks, our house
has become Seedling Central, and .
almost every windowsill has its 
own quota of propagators

containing seeds in various stages of
germination. Opening and closing the
curtains has become quite a challenge!

The weeks of late April and early May are
tricky ones for gardeners who grow from 
seed. While the days are warmer and
lighter, nights can still be frosty. While these
won’t be as severe as winter chills, they can 
still devastate crops of unprotected 
seedlings – even under glass.

Conditions will vary depending on where
you live. In the south, it is warm enough to 
move your windowsill plants into an
unheated greenhouse. Open the door on
warm days, keep it closed when it is colder,
and place a layer of horticultural fleece over 
plants on frosty nights.

Further north, where frosts and snow can
last for several more weeks, keep seedlings 
in the warm until temperatures rise.

Allow plenty of air to circulate around
your seedlings, keep their compost moist by
watering from the base, and don’t let them 
scorch as the sun gets stronger.

Next week I will show you how to harden 
off your seedlings to get them ready for 
planting out.

If you have grown plants
from seed, don’t let them 
fall at the fi nal hurdle

Care of citrus and other indoor plants

T
HE dark, cold winter months can be
hard on citrus plants, even
those wrapped in fleece 
in a greenhouse.

Now the weather is
warmer, they should be
starting to put on new
growth again, so start
feeding and watering
now. Citruses need
regular applications of
a high-nitrogen citrus 
food. Failing that,
nitrogen-rich lawn food
will do the job just as well.

Stand the plant on a layer of
gravel, and water from the top,
using rainwater where possible. You should
also mist the leaves as the weather gets 

Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

Cover seedlings if frost is forecast

It’s time to start
feeding citrus
plants again

warmer, to help maintain levels of humidity 
around the plant.

Keep the air moving around the
plant, but be prepared to wrap 

it up in fleece on nights
when hard frosts are

forecast. It is still too early
to move them outdoors, 
but they will be fine
under cover in an
unheated greenhouse.
Q Indoor plants will be 

benefitting from
increased warmth and

light. Wipe their leaves with a
soft, damp cloth to remove dust 

and debris, and use this time to
check plants for pests. Deal immediately 
with any you find.
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Seed composts and potting

composts contain plant food, so

there should be no need to give

seedlings additional feed. If you

do there is a risk that liquid

fertiliser can burn young 

roots and foliage.

TopTip

Wipe dust off
houseplant leaves
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Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Marc Rosenberg

How to grow sweetcorn

N
OTHING beats the taste of home-
grown veg – but there’s one crop
that’s simply top for flavour, and
that’s sweetcorn.

Picked fresh from the veg plot in late-
summer and walked 30 seconds to the
kitchen, it’s a treat when cooked and eaten 
dripping with butter. Home-grown
cobs are simply sweeter and
tastier than any you can buy
at a supermarket.

Sweetcorn can be
sown outdoors, but the
soil is still too cold, so I
prefer to start mine off
in pots in a greenhouse
or conservatory during
April or May.

These young plants
will establish faster, and
reach harvest stage earlier,
than direct-sown sweetcorn.

I’m sowing an F1 hybrid called ‘Lark’
(circled)which has an RHS Award of Garden
Merit (AGM). It’s an easy-to-grow, extra-
sweet, high-yielding variety.

The key to success is to choose your site
carefully. Sweetcorn likes a sheltered, well-
drained sunny spot protected from strong
wind. Plants also like fertile soil, so I’m 

G
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The fl avour of home-grown sweetcorn is a treat, says Marc

To assist with pollination, sweetcorn
should be planted in blocks

preparing the beds now, even though I’m
starting seeds off under glass. I weed the
site and dig it thoroughly before adding lots
of well-rotted garden manure or compost.

To further boost soil fertility, I rake in a
balanced fertiliser such as Growmore a few
weeks before planting.

I like order on the veg plot, with
crops growing neatly in rows.

However, sweetcorn is an
exception, as most

varieties should be
planted in blocks.

This is because
sweetcorn is wind-
pollinated, and planting
in blocks allows male

flowers at the top of each
plant to shed pollen onto

female tassels. Allow 18in
(45cm) between plants.
Sweetcorn needs to be kept

well-watered during the growing
season (mulching with organic matter can
help to retain moisture) but be careful with
weeding, as crops are shallow-rooted, so
don’t be too aggressive with the hoe!

Cobs are ready for harvesting (usually
between August and October) when their 
tassels turn brown.

1 Fill 3in (7.5cm) pots with a seed and
cutting compost and, using a dibber, 

sow seed half an inch (1.5cm) deep.

2 Some gardeners prefer to sow two
seeds in each pot, and later discard 

the weaker one after germination.

3 Stand the pots in a propagator at
18-20°C (64-68°F). Keep in a light

place. Seed germinates in 7-10 days.

4 Young sweetcorn plants need to
be gradually hardened off before

planting out after any risk of late-frost.

How to sow
sweetcorn
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I’m sowing an F1 hybrid
sweetcorn called ‘Lark’

Sweetcorn is ready for
picking if you pinch a kernel
and the juice that flows out is

creamy. If it’s a watery
liquid, it’s not ripe.

TopTip

Step

by step 

I started my
sweetcorn off in
pots under glass
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Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

Grow beans in a container

P
LANTING, nurturing, and
harvesting your own
veggies is, I think, one
of the most

satisfying bits of being
a gardener.

You can’t beat the
taste of a freshly
podded pea, creamy
new potato cooked
straight from the
ground, or a plump
raspberry picked while 
it’s still warm from
the sun.

Most fruit and veg are very
versatile growers, so the good
news is you don’t need a massive plot of 
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Short of space in the garden? Ruth shows that a small plot of 
land is no barrier to growing your own tasty vegetables

Plant one or two bean
seedlings next to each cane

land or allotment to produce some of your
own crops.

This year I have decided to
grow some climbing

French beans ‘Purple
Cascade’ up canes in a

large container.
I have underplanted

them with a mix of
purple and green
salad leaves, and

hopefully they will be
as attractive to grow as

they are delicious to eat!
Because they are pot-

grown, I must remember to
keep an eye on watering, and 

liquid feed weekly after six weeks.

Ifgrowingvegetablesin

containers, itpaystoadd

moisture-retaininggranulesto

thecompostwhenplanting.

Afterwatering,theyswellup 

andhelptokeepthe

compost damp.

TopTip

Use slug pellets to protect 
tender young leaves

3Plant the salad leaves in between.
Leave the central area empty – it

will be shaded out as the beans grow. 

4Water the container well, and check
moisture levels regularly. Tie in the 

beans as they grow up the canes.

Containers give you the opportunity
to grow crops in a restricted space

Planting a
bean and
salad pot

2Make a wigwam with 6 x 6ft (1.8m)
canes, tying them at the top. Plant

one or two bean plants around each 

1Place crocks in the base of a big
container, and fill it with a mix of

multi-purpose and loamy compost.

Step

by step 



Keep crops coming
Picking purple sprouting, planting fruit bushes, sowing basil 
and parsnips and earthing up spuds are all on the menu

A
RE you eagerly waiting for your
crops to mature, desperate for
those first precious pickings?

I’ve been nibbling on baby
radishes and finger-sized carrots for a few
weeks now, but it’s good to have a few
overwinteredveg in place, too, as manyof
them are invaluable for filling the ‘hungrygap’
that can appear in April and May. One of my 

absolute favourites is purple sprouting
broccoli, andwhile the pigeons have done
their best to infiltrate myrather holeynetting
there are still plentyof spears for me to eat.

While the purple sprouting is in the ground
for awholeyear, mylittle basil plants last a
matter ofweeks. TodayI’ll showyou a dead
simplewayto keep those beautifully aromatic 
leaves coming all summer.

Gardening Week
with Lucy Chamberlain, AG’s fruit and veg expert
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It takes a year for purple sprouting to crop
but the wait is always worthwhile

Sow basil 
in pots

1 I like to have batches of this tasty
herb to pick all summer long, and

have found an easy way to guarantee it.
Sow pots like this every 4-6 weeks and 
you’ll get a succession of leaves.

2 Fill pots with seed and cuttings
compost, water well and scatter

your basil seeds thinly on top. Water
in lightly and cover with a clear plastic 
bag. Place in warmth (at least 18°C).

3Once germinated, cut open the top
of the bag and insert short sticks to

keep it open (leave in place till harvest).
Grow on in warmth, sowing more
batches once these are 4in (10cm) tall.

I MUST mention first that there is an equally
delicious white variety, but it seems to be
the purple form that gets all the attention.

The sizeable plants have been in the
ground since last May, and they’ve been
giving us regular pickings of their gourmet
spears (flower buds) for almost a month
now. The spears at the top of the plant
mature first, and then the ones underneath
– just snap them off with a 6in (15cm)
length of stem. To cook, steam them, leaves 
and all. They are utterly delicious. This
staggered maturity gives us a steady
harvest when fresh veg are scarce, which is
why I grow lots of them! Did you sow seeds
this month for next year’s harvest? If not,
step to it – you really don’t want to miss out.

Pick spears of purple sprouting 

Toensurethetightlypacked

budsarefreeofaphids,

caterpillarsandsnails,plunge

thespearsintoveryhotwater, 

thenrinseundercold

runningwaterbefore 

cooking them.

TopTip Step

by step 

Lucy is a former AG gardening editor, and Edited

a national Grow-Your-Own magazine. A BBC Essex

radio gardening expert, RHS author and lecturer, she’s 

also Head Gardener at East Donyland Hall, Essex
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The tasty flower buds grow from the 
leaf axils – just snap them off
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O
VER the Easter weekend, Ian (my
husband) and I created some fruit
beds, and in one of them I planted
autumn and summer raspberries,

along with four blueberry bushes.
Although it does get plenty of sun, the bed

is on the shadier side of the plot so I’ve put
these two crops here knowing that they’ll
tolerate it (the sunnier side is reserved for
cherries, gages and a peach). They’ll
actually be happier if their feet are in the
shade as both raspberries and blueberries
like a moist root run. They also demand an
acidic soil (blueberries especially so) so this
partnership makes their management over
the years relatively straightforward. Having

dug the beds over and removed all traces of
weed, I worked in some sulphur chips
where the blueberries were to go. I know
that our soil is already slightly acidic which
will suit the raspberries, but I wanted to
really lower the pH (which makes the soil
very acidic) for the blueberries, and the
addition of sulphur chips every few years
will maintain this.

Now that the plants have settled in and
the soil has warmed, we’ve mulched the
roots with a 2in (5cm) layer of compost
(using an ericaceous blend for the
blueberries). This will also help to keep the
roots cool and moist, and hopefully bring us 
a bumper crop of berries this summer.

Next Week: Lucy plants

a tomato hanging basket, picks

asparagus and plants out brassicas

Earth up spuds
BACK in mid March I encouraged you to
plant your early potatoes, and last week 
the maincrop varieties joined them.

As these bulky tubers grow, their
vigorous shoots push through the soil
and the tubers themselves swell and
jostle for space. If you planted your
spuds through black plastic then you
can relax – the cover keeps out light so
even if the tubers do pop to the surface 

they won’t turn green (which causes them
to become inedible). Those growing in
pots can also feel smug. If you filled the
containers to the top then again, you don’t
need to do any more. But for those of us
who grow in traditional ridges, we’ll need
to draw up the soil around them as the
foliage pokes through to prevent the tubers
being exposed to light and turning green.

Do this once or twice in early summer.
You’ll bury the leaves in the process but 
don’t worry, they’ll soon reappear. 

I’m mulching newly planted
blueberries with ericaceous compost

Earth-up stems of
potato haulms to
keep tubers white

Blueberries crop well in
pots or in acidic soil 
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Plant soft fruit bushes

Sow parsnips
YOU can in theory sow parsnips earlier
in the year, but they germinate very
slowly on colder soils, so I wait till
April or early May when things have
warmed up a little. This produces
slightly smaller roots (I’m not keen on
the whoppers) and is said to reduce the 
likelihood of canker infection, too.

There are a few ground rules with
parsnips – always buy fresh seeds
(they don’t store) and don’t sow in stony
soil as roots may fork or be distorted.

Where I garden at East Donyland
Hall the earth is quite gritty, but the
retired head gardener gave me some
good advice for this job. Use a heavy
pole to make holes around 12in (30cm)
deep and 2in (5cm) wide, fill these with
compost and sow directly onto the
surface. It works a treat! I’ve made my
holes in a grid pattern, and sowed 5 or
6 seeds per hole. I’ll thin seedlings to
one per station once they’ve emerged.

Raspberries will
tolerate a little shade

On stony soils,
sow seeds into
compost filled
holes
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Sow some speedy colour

I
F you like to grow your plants from
seed, April will have been a busy
month. We may be at its end, but there
is still time to sow a stunning display 

this summer.
Some plants, such as agrostemma,

amaranthus, eschscholzia, marigold,
nasturtium, canary creeper and candytuft
have a remarkably short period of
germination. Sow them now, and they will
guarantee colour in your beds and baskets 
in a few weeks’ time.
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It isn’t too late to start fl owering plants from seed, says Ruth

Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening expert Ruth Hayes 

California poppies will readily
self-seed once planted out

I sowed marigolds and California poppies
(eschscholzia) in seed trays, to germinate in 
the greenhouse and harden off before
planting outside.

Some quick-growers including marigold
and eschscholzia are hardy, so you can sow
them outdoors in patio pots and borders.

If you sow in the ground, weed the area
well and rake the soil to create a fine tilth.
Protect emerging seedlings with a network
of twigs, or an animal-repelling product, to 
keep cats and birds away.

Keepaneyeonyourseedlings,

andoncetheseedtraylid is

removed(toimproveair

circulation),don’t lettheir

compostdryout.Always

waterusingfresh 

tap water.

TopTip

1Fill a new (or clean) seed tray with
seed compost. Sieve it to remove

debris that can hinder germination.

2Water the compost and sow seeds
thinly on its surface. This reduces 

the risk of damping off disease.

3Cover the seeds with a thin layer of
compost, or compost mixed with

vermiculite, to help air circulation.

4Cover the seeds. Keep them
somewhere warm and light until

they germinate, then remove the lid.

These seeds will get a move on!

How to sow
eschscholzia

QMy globe artichoke seedlings are still
too small to plant out, so I have potted 
them on into larger containers.

Q I watered the plants and filled 4in
(10cm) pots with John Innes No 2, which
I also watered. I carefully lifted each
artichoke from the seed tray , holding
a leaf to support it. The rootball was
lowered into the compost and firmed in.

Q They will stay in the greenhouse for a
few weeks until they are large enough to 
harden off and plant out. 

Pricking out globe artichoke seedlings

Step

by step 

The globe artichoke plants will
add height and interest to borders
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Give herbs tough love

T
O me, herbs are plants used in the
kitchen for flavour. Of course there
are others with more medicinal
uses, but as interesting as ‘herbal

herbs’ are, few of us today actually make
our own cough medicine or foot lotion. 

We do love culinary herbs, however, and
these are often the first we try to grow. After
all, you don’t need much at a time so a
window box can give a decent supply. Plus
many herbs are as tough as old boots. They 
survive neglect well and develop even
stronger flavours because of it.

In fact, most herbs are spoiled by being
treated too well. Add much water or
fertilizer and plant growth and flavour
becomes coarser and rank. There are 

Do not cosset your herbs – many of them thrive on neglect,
and their flavour is often even better as a result, says Bob

Bob’s four
favourite herbs

Gardening Week
with Bob Flowerdew, AG’s organic gardening expert

“Most herbs are
spoiled by being
treated too well”

exceptions; mint is better with lusher
growth, as are ‘salad’ herbs like chervil and
chives. Generally though, most culinary
herbs – rosemary, sage, thyme and
oregano for example – are happiest in
a poor, dryish site in full sun. This is
probably because most of them are of
Mediterranean origin.

While food tastes change, our herb
gardens would be completely familiar to
gardeners of every age. We have inherited
our taste for herbs almost entirely from the
Old World and ‘new’ herbs have never
proved enduringly popular. Chillies aside,
name one from the NewWorld (likewise I
do not count vanilla as a herb – and you try
and grow it!).

With the odd exception, our herbs are the
most long-grown/traditional plants. Yet
they have a modern twist, tying in with our
desire to help the environment. There are
few groups of plants as beneficial to insects
as perennial herbs, with their profuse
nectar over a long-flowering period. Then,
as an added bonus, there are their
undoubted health-giving properties. And,
oh yes, I forgot, they smell really good, too.

1 Superbly piquant French tarragon
(not the coarser Russian sort) never

fl owers. Divide it every three years.

2 Sweet cicely needs damp soil and
space. Add the aniseed-flavoured

flowers to dishes, drinks and

3 s easier to grow than
– and better. Mix with garlic,

chilli and mustard for a great hot relish.

4 Neapolitan/Greek small-leaved
basil – the one I prefer for every 

tomato dish, cooked or fresh.

Being from the Med, thyme is
happy in poor soil, in full sun
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Join the dawn chorus

T
HIS Sunday (1 May) is International
Dawn Chorus Day. An annual event,
it celebrates both spring and the
time when birds across the country

are welcoming a new day with song. The
event began in the 1980s when broadcaster
and environmentalist Prof Chris Baines
held a 4am birthday party so all the guests
could enjoy the dawn chorus with him.
From this small Birmingham-based event it
has now grown into one celebrated as far
afield as the Caribbean and even Antarctica.

The dawn chorus, of course, is not just a
phenomenon to delight wildlife
enthusiasts. It’s all about the birds and
their communications. Males will be
singing to attract females, whilst females
will be singing to warn others not to come
too close to the nest.

Amongst the cacophony you may detect
the squawks of fledglings crying out for
food, too. At 4am it is light, and the air is
usually still; with less background noise,
song can carry up to 20 times as far. It’s a
wondrous time of year.

Not all birds are songsters. The ones to
really listen out for are song and mistle
thrushes, robins, blackbirds, wrens, 

With its chirrups, warbles, tweets and trills, the annual bird
dawn chorus sings out to be celebrated, says Graham Clarke

dunnocks, house sparrows, linnets,
blackcaps, blue tits and garden warblers.
There are others, but these are the most
often heard, and their songs are loud
and melodious.

But why do birds sing at all, when they
could just fly up to each other and chirrup
quietly? The answer lies in the fact that they
are usually far apart, and concealed by
branches, tree trunks, buildings, and so on.
This makes eye contact difficult, as well as
finding another of the same species to talk
to. Unsurprisingly therefore the birds with
the biggest voices tend to be those that
inhabit wood- or scrub-land. They also tend
to be dullish-looking (such as the garden
warbler), smallish (the wren) and intensely
territorial (the robin).

So, why not get up at 4am this Sunday and
enjoy the birds in the comfort of your own
garden? Or you can go to an early-morning
event in your area, and celebrate
International Dawn Chorus Day with other
wildlife-lovers. On Sunday, and over the
next few weeks, there are organised walks
at nature reserves and open spaces around
the country. To find an event near you, visit 
�  idcd.info/events.

Gardening Week
with AG’s gardening wildlife expert Graham Clarke

Although tiny the wren has a remarkably loud voice, while
the song thrush (inset) has a habit of repeating song phrases

Q30 April: Toby Buckland’s Garden
Festival, Powderham Castle, Kenton, 
Exeter, Devon EX6 8JQ. ✆ 01626
891133�tobygardenfest.co.uk

Q29 April-8 May: Bluebell Festival,
Enys Gardens, St Gluvias, Penryn,
Cornwall TR10 9LB. ✆ 01326 259885 
�enysgardens.co.uk

Q30 April-2 May: May Day Festival, 
Hever Castle, Hever Rd, Hever,
Edenbridge, Kent TN8 7NG.
✆ 01732 865224,�hevercastle.co.uk

Q30 April-8 May: Bluebell Walks,
Rode Hall & Gardens, Church Lane,
Scholar Green, Cheshire ST7 3QP.
✆ 01270 873237�rodehall.co.uk

Q 1-2 May: Plant Hunters’ Fair, Weston 
Park, Shifnal, Shropshire TF11 8LE. 
�planthuntersfairs.co.uk

Q2 May: Plant Fair, Godinton House
and Gardens, Godinton Lane, Ashford, 
Kent TN23 3BP. ✆ 01233 643854 
�godintonhouse.co.uk

Q5-8 May: RHS Malvern Spring
Festival The Showground, Malvern, 
Worcestershire WR13 6NW.
✆ 01684 584 924
�threecounties.co.uk/rhsmalvern

Q 7 May: Plant Hunters’ Fair (10am-
4pm), Donington Le Heath Manor
House, Leicestershire LE67 2FW. 
�planthuntersfairs.co.uk

Q8 May: Plant Hunters’ Fair (10.30am-
4pm), Adlington Hall, Macclesfi eld, 
Cheshire SK10 4L.
�planthuntersfairs.co.uk

Q 14 May: Scottish Rock Garden
Club Aberdeen Show (11.30am-4pm,
admission free), David Welch Winter
Gardens, Duthie Park, Polmuir Road,
Aberdeen AB11 7TH. ✆ 01224 310188

Rode Hall
Bluebell Walk
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Q Please check that the event is still going ahead before leaving
home. If you have an event that you would like us to consider 
please email details to: amateurgardening@timeinc.uk
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How to grow your
free Sweet Sultan Mixed

S
CENTED hardy annuals are thin
on the ground, yet gardeners have
forgotten the charms of Sweet sultan
(Amberboa moschata).

Willowy stems of grey-green
leaves are joined, from
June to September,
by 3in (8cm) wide,
soft but thistle-like
flower heads on
plants that reach
24in (60cm) high.

In white and
shades of pink,
the blooms of this
mixture resemble
a mass of fragrant
powder puffs and are
good for picking too. 

In the garden
Native to Turkey and the Caucasus, wild
sweet sultan is adapted to poor, gritty
soils but cultivated plants appreciate
moderately fertile soil and full sun.

I’m sowing mine at the end of a vegetable

This week’s Free Seeds
How to sow with Anne Swithinbank

bed where the flowers will attract plenty of
pollinating insects. Use them to fill nooks
and crannies in a cottage garden and

alongside silvery-leaved plants
like Perovskia ‘Blue Spire’.

If your garden is tiny,
enjoy our free seeds

by sowing across the
top of a 12-24in (30-
60cm) pot filled
with multipurpose
compost containing
some loam.

But make drills
more like 4in (10cm)

apart and thin to one 
every 4in (10cm).

Aftercare
In good, well-cultivated soil,

feeding should not be necessary.
Where soil is poor and if plants are not
taking off well, give them a general
purpose liquid fertiliser. Change to high
potash when they begin to flower but only 
feed once every three weeks or so.

Sweet sultan plants
appreciate moderately
fertile soils

Take usual precautions to keep slugs
(above) off seedlings. Pick them off by
torchlight, make beer traps (sunk in the
ground with rims proud so as not to
trap slug-eating ground beetles) or set
ferric phosphate-based slug pellets at
6in (15cm) intervals. Powdery mildew
on the upper surfaces of older leaves
might appear on drought-stressed
plants towards the end of the season
but is usually nothing to worry about. 

For brilliant displays with sweet
sultan, grow plants in full sun
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F
AST-GROWING, ferny-leaved
cosmos is one of the best last-
minute gap fillers for the summer
garden. Derived from Mexican

C. bipinnatus, ‘Talina’ produces stately
branching plants 3-4ft (90-120cm) tall,
topped by masses of large single daisies
in white and shades of pink. Their silky
petals are slightly fluted at the edge and
colour intensifies towards the centre.

How to sow

1 Fill a large seed tray with
multipurpose compost

and press lightly to achieve a
smooth surface. Water using a fine rose.

2 Sow the large seeds thinly and
evenly over the surface, so that after 

germination, the seedlings will not 
produce a tangle.

3 Scatter or sieve compost to cover
seeds. Stand on the greenhouse

staging or if temperatures are low, place 
in warmth at 15-18oC (60-65oF).

In the garden
Cosmos are especially eye-catching
when grown en-masse and their fine
foliage intermingles so they grow as a
block with no need for staking.

They look their best in full sun but will
take a few hours of shade. Or add them
in small groups of five or so towards the
middle or back of herbaceous, mixed or 
prairie style borders.  

How to sow your  
Cosmos ‘Talina’

Cosmos look eye-catching
when planted en-masse

How to sow
Sweet Sultan

3Cover the seeds lightly by brushing
soil back over them from drill

edges. Place twiggy sticks over the area 
to deter cats and birds.

1Soak the bed if soil is dry, let it drain,
then rake the surface to a fine tilth.

Using a stick, dibber or trowel take out
shallow parallel drills 9in (23cm) apart.

2Soak the base of drills if underlying
soil is dry, then space seeds about

3in (8cm) apart. They’ll be thinned to
one every 9in (23cm) after germination.

Sow thinly over the
surface of compost 

Other methods
FILL modules with compost, make a
small dent in the surface of each and
into this, sow two or three seeds under
glass. Before they become pot bound,
stand them outdoors for a few days to
harden off, then plant at 9in (23cm)
spacings. If more than one seedling
germinates per cell, leave to grow in a
small clump. For an earlier show of
flowers, direct-sow in September.

Step

by step 

Step

by step 

Aftercare
QWhile seedlings are still small,
transplant one per 3.5in (9cm) pot
or module to grow on. Plant where
needed, 12in (30cm) apart, taking
precautions (as with sweet sultan)
to ward off slugs and snails. Water
during drought but avoid overfeeding. 

Transplant to
3.5in (9cm) pots

Free seeds next week!
Echinacea ‘Large Flowered’ with an RRP of £2.55,

FREE with the 7 May issue of AG. Don’t miss it!
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Sage is harvested all year
 to make stuffi ng

Gardening Week
with Tamsin Westhorpe in her country garden
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Herbs for structure
Grow herbs as ornamental plants in borders says Tamsin

H
ERBS offer all-round appeal.
Most people grow them
successfully in a small pot,
they’re great for green-fingered

cooks and the scent is irresistible. But, do
herbs make good garden plants? Do they
add to the framework of the garden in any
way? The answer is yes.

A whole border in my country garden
is dedicated to herbs. It’s home to sage,
oregano, lavender and angelica. The 

sage is a solid year-round plant that can
be harvested even on Christmas Day to
make stuffing. If kept neat and tight it is a
valuable structural plant for a border. The
same applies to lavender. However, left
unkempt, unpicked and unpruned, these
plants won’t offer much in the way of form,
so it is up to you to make the most of them.

Confession time – the angelica (Angelica 

archangelica) in this border is grown
purely for its structure in summer. Its 

young leaves can be used in salads and
the stems candied, but for me it is purely a
wonderful addition to a border. Reaching
8ft (2.5m) the dramatic foliage and umbels
of green and white flowers are the perfect
plant to add height and drama to a scene.

Now is the perfect to time to plant herbs
– why not join me by planting into borders 
rather than just pots this year? 

Easy steps to success with cuttings
EVERY gardener enjoys the satisfaction of
growing from cuttings. For success always
take them in the morning when plants are
full of moisture. Place them in a plastic bag
while collecting and ideally get them into
compost straight away. Either choose a
multi-purpose type with about 20 percent
horticultural sand mixed in, or a cutting
compost. Remove any flower buds and
lower leaves. Make sure your pots and
cutting tools are clean to avoid the spread of
pest and disease.

I find it easier to water compost before
placing cuttings as they are less likely to 

be dislodged. Most plants, apart from
those with silver or hairy foliage, will
root quicker if covered with clear plastic.
This increases the humidity but it’s
important that the plastic does not touch
the foliage, which can cause rot to set in.
If you place your pots of cuttings in an
old fruit box you can cover the top and
sides with plastic and create a tent. My
cuttings are left in the polytunnel, which
has a thermostat set to kick in on frosty
nights. Good light but not direct sunlight
is essential. With all this in place expect to 
see signs of rooting in 5-7 weeks. 

Diascia cuttings
under their plastic tent
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Dahlias by mail order
Plan ahead for the arrival of your plants by post

Water tubers in well 

DO you remember me announcing my
plans to create a border with late summer
interest (16 April issue)? Well, progress
has been made. I ordered the Best Purple
Dahlia Collection from�sarahraven.
com, which includes ‘Ambition’, ‘Thomas
A. Edison’, ‘Downham Royal’ and ‘Hillcrest
Royal’. The purple blooms will be in flower
at the same time as the orange Kniphofia 

rooperi (red hot poker) that I
have just planted. Purple
and orange are always a
good combination.

The dahlias arrived
promptly via mail
order and the tubers
were a good size.
As with bulbs the
bigger the tuber the
better. When planting
dahlia tubers look for
the remnants of last
year’s stem – this should
be at the top. Dahlias must be
potted when they arrive, or planted out
if frost is no longer a risk. I have chanced
planting them out straight away as my 

border is very sheltered and
south-facing. Fingers crossed I’ve

not been too hasty!
When buying any plants mail order it is

vital that you get them planted or potted on
straight away. My planting positions were 

Perennials 
for pots
I’ve planted up a container 
entirely with perennials

THE flowers may be fleeting but perennial
plants can live on for years in the garden,
making them great value. My pick of the
perennials for my small terracotta pot is
the pale blue Anemone nemorosa ‘Blue
Beauty’, Anemone pavonina, bergenia,
Trillium sessile, Corydalis solida and scilla.
Together they offer a subtle display of
purples and blues and will thrive in a tricky
spot of light shade.

After flowers have faded I intend to move
the pot out of the limelight and will plant
out into the garden in the autumn. Don’t be 
tempted to plant them into the
garden as soon as plants have finished
flowering – autumn planting leads to
better results. Alternatively I could leave 
them potted for one more year. 

marked with canes and then I planted and
watered in the tubers within a few hours
of opening the box. For impact I have
decided to plant the dahlias in groups of
three so I get a clear block of one type. The 
excitement is too much! 

April showers and a pot of spring perennials
– what more could a gardener wish for?

Tip: To attract bees choose to grow the

single flowering dahlias. For success plant

in a sunny, fertile, well-drained spot. 

Q Ensure you have pots and
compost ready to pot on baby plants. 

Q Don’t order if you know you’re 
going to be away.

Q To help with planning enquire if
plants will be bare root or potted.

Q I always request that the parcel
be left by my door rather than being 
taken back to the post office. 

Top tips for mail- 
order shoppers

The old stem on the tuber should 
be at the top when planting
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Gardening Week
with Tamsin Westhorpe in her country garden

Sprinkle fish blood and bone
into the planting hole

Planting climbing roses
TO join a purple flowering clematis I have
decided to grow the popular climbing rose
‘New Dawn’ on a south-facing wall. This
repeat flowerer was introduced over 80
years ago, its soft pink blooms emitting
a gorgeous fruity fragrance. In order to
ensure success I’ve planted as follows: 

Time to spread muck

Leave manure to ‘mature’
before applying

WITH such a large vegetable patch our
petrol-powered rotavator saves hours
of slaving with a spade. The result is
wonderful and visitors to the garden always
admire the soil. Rotavating a very dry clay
soil is just as tricky as working a wet clay
soil. Therefore I choose a day when our clay 
soil here is just moist.

Petrol tillers (ideal for smaller veg
patches) and rotavators can be hired, so if
you have a new allotment or need to tackle
an unworked soil they could be the answer.
If you’re looking for something lighter to 
use go for an electric tiller. 

Planting a tropical border
Add some late summer
colour to pots and beds
with exotic pineapple 
lily bulbs.

Sorting out the shed
There’s no excuse for a
messy shed. Martyn gives 
his a spring clean.

Repairing lawn damage
How to repair unsightly patches in the 
lawn caused by dogs. 

Evicting camellia
Martyn moves a poorly-looking
camellia from the front garden.

HAVING a country garden surrounded
by farmland I am not short of well-rotted
farmyard manure. At this time of year
each rose in the garden is treated to what
I can only describe as a dollop of it. As I
drive through the villages in Herefordshire 
I often pass sacks of horse manure for
sale. They are very reasonably priced
(about 50p) so I am often tempted to buy.
However, some stables and farms are
happy to give away manure, so do some
detective work first.

Horse manure is very slightly richer
in nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
than cow manure. But don’t be tempted to
apply manure fresh – you will cause more
harm than good. For best results I would
recommend adding and mixing into your
compost heap now, ready for application 
next spring. 

Rotavator power

Firm plants
in with
the heel of
your boot

with Martyn Cox 

AG’s city gardener
Next

week

Why not get together as a group
to hire a rotavator for the allotment?

Q Dig a generous planting hole about 8in 
(20cm) away from the wall.

Q Add some good home-made compost
to the bottom of the hole and scatter in 
some fish, blood and bone.

Q Remove the rose from its pot and
position it so that the majority of buds are
facing to the side, ready to grow up the 
wall. This will make training on 
wires easier.

Q Tease out the roots then position the
plant in the hole at the same level as it 
was in the pot.

Q Backfill with garden soil and fi rm 
in well.

Q Water and once vigorous new shoots
appear put some galvanised wires on the 
wall and train in new shoots. 

‘New Dawn’ is
a beautiful,
reliable climber
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M
OSTof us have smaller gardens
thanwe’d like, but in even the
tiniest you can find room for a
clematis or two.And garden

centres and specialist nurseries are full of
themat themoment. Choose carefully and
it is possible to have aclematis in flower for
everymonth of theyear. There are three
main groups, eachwith different pruning
regimes, and plants comewith adedicated
label tellingyouwhich group that particular
clematis belongs to, alongwith its pruning
regime.Myadvice is to snip off the label and
keep it in a safe place for reference.

Clematis pruning explained

Group 1 flowerduringwinter and spring
and need no pruning at all. This group
includeswinter-flowering clematis, such as
C. cirrhosa ‘Freckles’,which are best tucked
up against awarm south-facingwall. The
early-spring, rampant evergreenC.
armandii is also in this group, alongwith
April-floweringAtragenes, among them
C. alpina,C. macropetala andC. koreana.
TheAtragenes produce their flowers on

bare stems just before the foliage emerges,
and they tolerate cold,windycorners.
However theyalso need good drainage
becausemanyhave anAlpine provenance.
TheMay-floweringMontanas, the ones
withmasses of cool-pink andwhite
flowers, complete this group. Give
Montanas a shelteredwall, and lookout
for the new ‘VanGogh’. It’s a stunner!
Group 2 clematis produce a few large

flowers inMayand June and are themost
demanding to growand the trickiest to
prune. Theyare prone to clematiswilt (a
water-stress problem) and hard to place
due to their oversized flowers. Lightlyprune
in February, or a little later, to the highest
shooting bud. Just be aware that hard
pruning can kill them.
Group 3 flowerafterMidsummer’s Day

(21 June) but before the end ofAugust, and
manyof themare bred fromadrought-
tolerant Spanish species calledC. viticella
(shortened toVt on labels). These are hard
pruned back to the lowest buds inmid-
February, aprocess some call the
Valentine’s Daymassacre. Itmay seem

Clematis
The queen of climbers

They don’t take up much border space and will cover walls and fences with colour all
summer. Val Bourne shares her guide to the very best summer clematis to plant now

harsh butwill keep themveryvigorous and
encouragemasses of smaller flowers on the
newwood. Group 3 clematis are good for
spanning arches and covering fences and
trellises, although habit varies. Orientalis
and texensis groups are alsoGroup 3. Q

Popular ever since it was introduced in 1885,
Perle d’Azur is a vigorous clematis that can
be hard pruned in late winter
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When buying, opt for the

plant with the most stems

at the base – an indicator of

a good root system. Remove

the label but keep in a safe

place for reference

TopTip

Seed head to savour 
Q�Clematis tangutica ‘Bill Mackenzie’, 

a vigorous yellow-flowered clematis 

that peaks in September, has silky seed 

heads like giant silver spiders. These 

stay intact all winter then disintegrate 

in early spring. Train it against a fence or 

wall, or allow it to scramble up a tree. 



6 summer-flowering clematis
Available in a range of hues and shapes, these will add a 
splash of colour, livening up arches, fences and trellises

Foolproof guide to 
planting a clematis

‘Etoile Violette’
The British Clematis Society’s no.1 is a
purple viticella with a boss of golden
stamens. It is also the earliest viticella
for me, often in flower by late June.

‘Purpurea Plena Elegans’
A double-flowered viticella, its distinctive
damson blooms appear in late July and
keep coming until autumn. Lime-tolerant,
it is immune to clematis wilt.

‘Betty Corning’
An American clematis with lilac-pink,
ruche-edged petals deeply veined in a
darker pink. Each fragrant flower is held
on a long stem, so it appears to quiver.

‘Prince Charles’
An easy azure-blue clematis with an
abundance of open-faced flowers. Each
has a pink glowwhen young and there
is a cool hint of green from the stamens.

‘Bernadine’
New to Chelsea this year, this pale-mauve
patio clematis has a darker purple middle.
Easy and floriferous, a little shade will
really help those blooms to shine.

‘Royal Velours’
A rich-red with full, velvet-textured
petals that form roundels rather than
stars, this viticella clematis is vigorous
and full of flower.
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ENSURE supports such as trellis or wire 

are in place before you plant. If planting 

against a wall or fence a 45cm (18in) gap 

between plant and wall will allow for the 

building’s rain shadow. Otherwise, a 20-

30cm (8-12in) gap is sufficient.

WATER well after planting, then gently 

tip a sun-warmed bucket of water over 

them in dry spells. Use Flexi-Tie (�flexi-

tie.co.uk)  to tie in stems– this soft and 

bendy brown string will keep stems under 

control without cutting into them.
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Where to buy
Thorncroft Clematis ✆ 01953 850407   
� thorncroftclematis.co.uk
Taylors Clematis  ✆ 01302 700716   
� taylorsclematis.co.uk

Thompson & Morgan ✆ 0844 573 1818  
� thompson-morgan.com
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3 ways to use a clematis

Team with roses
Decide whether you want your clematis to flower
with or after the roses. For the latter, combine viticella
species with ramblers – try R. ‘Goldfinch’ and C. ‘Etoile
Violette’ (pictured). For simultaneous blooms, stick to
pairings that can be hard pruned at the same time.

In a patio container
Use pot feet for added drainage, with John Innes No3
loam-based compost that doesn’t dry out. Opt for a
Raymond Evison patio variety. Planting in hanging
baskets is possible –in a bright position, not full sun.

Up a wall or fence
The viticellas are vigorous enough to cover a fence
and the self-tensioning Gripple system is easy to
use (� gripplegarden.com). Choose three or four 
varieties and allow them to intermingle. 
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Clematis
The queen of climbers
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The latest stories from around the UK
Gardening News

T
HE Royal Horticultural Society has
unveiled plans for a major new 
flower show in 2017.

Set to be called the RHS
Chatsworth Flower Show, it
will take place on the 1,000-
acre parkland of the
Chatsworth Estate in
Derbyshire, home to the
Duke and Duchess of 
Devonshire.

It will mark a big expansion
for the RHS shows department,
which already runs flower shows
including Chelsea, Hampton Court
and Tatton Park – but is no longer involved 
with BBC Gardeners’ World Live. 

Got a story? call 01202 440848

or email marc.rosenberg@timeinc.com

Still growing strong – 20 year-old tomato seed

The floral marquee format that’s seen at 
RHS shows will be “transformed” at

Chatsworth, according to the Society, 
with “the world’s leading

nurseries, specialist exhibits 
and floral installations

housed in a striking new
structure that will be visible 
from all parts of the 
showground”.

The marquee will take
inspiration from Joseph

Paxton’s Great Conservatory at
Chatsworth, which housed exotic

palms, aquatic plants and brightly-
coloured flowers.

Chatsworth’s first show, due to be held on 

RHS plans Chatsworth show
New mid-summer gardening show set to launch in 2017
will bring touch of Chelsea Flower Show to the Midlands

Spectacular: Chatsworth Estate
will host new flower show

Result: Glynne
with tomatoes
from old seed 
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A GARDENER who sowed a 20 year-old
packet of tomato seeds says almost all of 
the contents germinated perfectly.

Glynne Hibbert, who lives near Ramsgate,
picked up the packet of ‘Moneymaker’
tomato seeds at a petrol station in 1996 but
only sowed it this February, after the seed 
lay forgotten about for two decades.

He said: “I did it to see what the result
would be, after finding the packet in a seed 
box at the back of our reserve fridge.

“Years ago, when buying petrol from
a Murco filling station, I was given the 

promotional packet of seed, supplied by 
Mr Fothergill’s,” he explained.

Remarkable success
Glynne said he scattered the seeds onto
compost in a margarine tub and had
“near on 99 per cent germination”.

Technical manager at Mr Fothergill’s,
Alison Mulvaney, said tomato seed can
remain viable for four or five years. Alison
said the company had never kept tomato
seed for 20 years though, and described 
Glynne’s success as “remarkable”.

7-11 June 2017, will have a theme that
celebrates great landscape designers.

It will honour “great historical
revolutionaries” such as Sir Joseph Paxton
and Lancelot Capability Brown – while
organisers also promise to present the latest 
gardening trends.

Head of RHS shows, Nick Mattingley, said:
“Chatsworth will set itself apart from our 
current portfolio of shows.

“Our aim is to create a new show that
champions horticultural innovation and is 
bursting with fresh ideas.”

The show’s launch comes at a time when 

the RHS is strengthening its presence in the 
Midlands and north of England.

It is currently drawing up a masterplan for
its fifth garden, the 154-acre RHS Garden
Bridgewater in Salford, which is due to open 
to the public in 2019.
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Top floral displays will be
lined-up for Chatsworth

Inspiration: Paxton’s
Great Conservatory
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“A new show
that’s bursting

with fresh ideas”



Jim McColl hopes that the soil is warm enough to
plant potatoes, and focuses on blight-resistant
varieties. BBC2 Scotland, 7.30pm, Thursday 28 April
(national repeat: BBC2, Sunday 1 May, times vary).
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Gardening experts Christine Walkden, Bob Flowerdew
and Matthew Wilson join chairman Eric Robson for a
Q&A session in York. BBC Radio 4 at 3pm on Friday 
29 April (repeated at 2pm on Sunday 1 May).

Rotten luck: man stuck in composter!

A BLOOMIN’
BAD WEEK

A BLOOMIN’
GOOD WEEK

WHEN a garden mishap saw
Fred Holmes become wedged
firmly in his own compost bin,
he knew that getting out wasn’t
going to be a barrel of laughs.

But to add to Fred’s
humiliation, he has since
become an internet sensation,
after almost 300,000 people
watched the embarrassing 

Visiting Toby’s festival
Toby Buckland’s Garden Festival
returns to Powderham Castle in
Devon on 29-30 April. Visit
� tobygardenfest.co.uk for details.

The Cottage Herbery
The Cottage Herbery at Tenbury
Wells, founded by Kim and Rob
Hurst in 1976, is 40 years old. Go
to� thecottageherbery.co.uk.

Pesticide manufacturers
Banned neonic spray clothianidin
can affect the learning of honey
bees but not bumble bees, reports 
the University of Sussex.

Gym members
Newspaper reports suggest that
spending a few hours gardening
every week does us just as much
good as a costly gym workout.
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incident on YouTube.
Fred, of Surrey, stood on top

of the compost bin to clean his
summerhouse – but the lid 
collapsed and he fell in.

Fruit and veg
In the video, which appears
to have been filmed with a
mobile phone, a family 
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GROWER Dibleys Nurseries
was the talk of the town when
it unveiled the cape primrose
‘Polka-Dot Purple’ last year,
winning second place in the
2015 RHS Chelsea Plant of the
Year competition.

Now, the streptocarpus has
thrown up a sport with the
same intricately-patterned
flowers – but in red.

Dibleys, of north Wales, has
named the new bloom ‘Polka-
Dot Red’. It’s said to flower for
over eight months a year.

Also new is Streptocarpus
‘Amy,’ a small plant with
deeply-veined flowers, and
‘Matilda’ – a violet-pink sport
from S. ‘Katie’ which is said to
be one of the earliest varieties
to flower in the spring.

New ‘Freya’ is a compact type
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Top Chelsea plant conjures
up a patterned sport

of cape primrose with “masses
of white flowers that are held 
on short stems”.

All cost £4, except for 

Gardeners’

Question

Time

this week

The

Beechgrove

Garden

this week

member says: “We’re going
to have to lubricate you out
with vegetable oil!”

After all efforts fail, Fred
waddles to the lawn, where he
is rolled across the grass and
finally set free from the
composter, covered in old fruit
and veg. Now that’s what you 
call rotten luck!

Streptocarpus ‘Polka-Dot Red’
which is priced at £5.

Call	 (01978) 790677 or visit 
� dibleys.com for details.

Streptocarpus ‘Amy’

New for 2016: Streptocarpus
‘Polka-Dot Red’
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I
F I was told I could only go to one
gardening show this year, I’d have to
pick Malvern. I’ve been visiting the
show, now called the RHS Malvern

Spring Festival, for over 20 years and have
watched it evolve from a large regional
plant show with a few gardens into a
national showcase for horticulture that
marks the start of the spring season.

Set at the foot of the spectacular Malvern
hills, in the grounds of Worcestershire’s
Three Counties Showground, the show
ticks all the boxes for amateur gardeners, 
attracting over 90,000 visitors.

There’s free parking at the showground,
a huge floral marquee packed with more
than 70 top nurseries, talks by gardening
celebrities, show gardens full of ideas that
won’t break the bank, school gardens and 
a focus on food and grow-your-own.

Top TV talent

To draw-in the crowds, organisers have
booked top TV talent. The biggest name is
Alan Titchmarsh, described by show chiefs
as the “godfather of gardening”. The ITV
Love Your Garden host will appear at
Malvern on Thursday 5 and Friday 6 May.

Malvern!
What’s on show at

Alan Titchmarsh heads a line-up of stars at the RHS Malvern
Spring Festival on 5-8 May. Marc Rosenberg takes a look...

And following the
success of the BBC’s Great
British Bake-Off, Mary Berry
will star at Malvern on Sunday 8 May.
With over 70 cookery books to her name, 
visitors are guaranteed plenty of tips!

Joining Alan and Mary will be BBC
Gardeners’ World co-presenters Carol
Klein and Joe Swift. And The One Show’s
gardener Christine Walkden, who is also
AG’s Q&A expert, will appear in Malvern’s 
Get Going, Get Growing theatre, too.

New look

A few years ago, Malvern visitor numbers 
stagnated, prompting organisers to
revamp the show. Research revealed that
the event had become too similar each
year – and as a result, new features were 
added to broaden the show’s appeal.

These include a Festival Food and Drink
Pavilion – described as a “lively market
square of food producers offering a variety
of artisan produce”. Stars including TV chef
Valentine Warner and Otter Farm’s Mark 
Diacono will appear in the pavilion’s 
Kitchen Garden Theatre.

Show gardens were moved from the rear
of the event to a prime position near the
foot of the scenic Malvern hills. Once a
small part of the show, Malvern’s gardens
have evolved into a national competition
that has gained a reputation for attracting
top designers, as well as up-and-coming
talent. But unlike Chelsea gardens which
can cost a six-figure sum, the gardens are 
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Star attraction: top TV gardener
Alan Titchmarsh will be at Malvern

Monty Don and the team from
Gardeners’World can often be
seen filming at Malvern

The show boasts a huge selection
of nurseries and plant specialists

Last year’s best-in-show garden
at Malvern: An Andalusian
Moment by Villaggio Verde 

Mary Berry
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smaller and the ideas are more affordable.
Highlights this year include The Garden

of Romance by Villaggio Verde. Featuring 
the recreation of parts of an old rustic
Italian Cloister garden, there will be a focus
on fragrant planting that has been allowed 
to spread and mature.

The Sunken Retreat by Graduate
Gardeners will offer ideas for a couple with
mature children, to relax in and entertain 
friends and family.

A garden to mark 300 years since the
birth of Capability Brown will be staged by
Wyevale Garden Centres in partnership
with Historic Royal Palaces, while RHS
students of CW Horticultural Training will 
create ‘A Garden of One Thousand
Flowers’. The Macmillan Legacy Garden
for Macmillan Cancer Support has been
inspired by an “overgrown garden in
Worcestershire” and will highlight the 
work of this important charity.

Grow your own wedding

New for 2016 is a feature called Grow Your
Own Wedding, hosted by TV floral designer
Jonathan Moseley – one of the judges on
BBC2’s The Big Allotment Challenge. He’s 
planning to cover all aspects of bridal
floristry, from buttonholes to bouquets.

Jonathan says: “Home-grown flowers 
exude the style and personality that
commercial flowers can only ever dream 
of. They have natural movement and
charm with the added advantage of 
amazing fragrances.

Malvern Festival 
visitor planner
Q The RHS Malvern Spring Festival 
runs from 5-8 May 2016.

Q It takes place at the Three Counties
Showground, Malvern, Worcestershire 
WR13 6NW.

Q The show will be open from 9am  
until 6pm each day.

QAdvance tickets start at £15 for
Royal Horticultural Society and
Three Counties Agricultural Society
members, and £17 for non-members.

Q Tickets are available to buy on the 
gate, with prices starting at £21.

Q For more information or to book
tickets online go to� rhs.org.uk/
shows-events/malvern-spring-festival 
or book tickets over the phone by 
calling	 (0844) 338 7502.
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“Naturally, the idea of growing your own
wedding can seem daunting. However,
many of the divine summer-flowering
annuals are incredibly easy to grow and
you don’t need acres of space to produce 
them,” Jonathan explains.

Family day

Sunday 8 May is Family Day at Malvern,
headlined by former BBC Blue Peter
gardener Chris Collins, who will team up
with Mr Bloom (Ben Faulks). Malvern’s
Discovery Zone aims to appeal to budding
gardeners, with features including how to 
grow veg for your lunch box.

Chris Collins will champion Malvern’s
School Gardens Challenge which sees kids 
from across Gloucestershire,

Worcestershire and Herefordshire
design and build gardens at Malvern.

And the RHS Growing the Future
exhibit will welcome youngsters
into the world of gardening –
introducing the next generation
to the variety of careers available 

in horticulture. ■

Set at the foot of the beautiful Malvern hills, the
show marks the start of the spring gardening season

Over 70 top nurseries are
booked into the marquee

Garden design expert Joe
Swift will be at Malvern

Chris Collins
of Blue Peter
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Follow Christine’s Masterclass on growing crown imperials
Ask Christine!

Q I have a Fritillaria imperialiswhich
always flowers, so last autumn

I planted more. Two of these produced
foliage but no flowers. What’s wrong?
Diane Ford, Runcorn, Cheshire

A Fritillaria imperialis (crown imperial)
are magnificent bulbs, growing up to

3ft (1m) tall and producing great whorls of
orange, or yellow flowers which resemble
church bells as they hang down.

The flower head is crowned by a tuft of
bright-green lance-shaped leaves which
protect flowers from the rain. These come
on thick stems that support bright-green
leaves, waved at the margins.

It’s one of my favourite spring bulbs for
herbaceous borders, and one which I have
had the pleasure of seeing growing in their
thousands in the wild in Iran.

Your situation is not unusual, as these 

are large bulbs and can take up to six years
to reach flowering size. I’ve had the same
issue in my garden with bulbs that appear
to be flowering-size, but aren’t.

Once the parent bulb reaches flowering
size, it will produce bulbils at the base of
the old bulb. These grow on until they are
flowering size. The result is a group of
bulbs – some flowering, while other stems
growing alongside will be blind, producing
no flowers until they are older.

During the production of these bulbs in
cultivation, sometimes the younger bulbs
are removed from the parent plant a year
before they are at the stage to flower
reliably each year. I encourage flowering
by feeding in July with rose fertiliser,
giving a good handful per square metre.

Plants require deeply-dug soil that’s rich
in organic matter. They also like soil which
retains its moisture during the summer.

How do I grow Fritillaria imperialis?

Christine’s crown
imperial top tips

Q On very windy sites these bulbs will
need to be staked individually to avoid
damage during gales and storms. Or they 
can be supported as shown above.

Q Plant crown imperial bulbs in groups
of three, five or even seven where they
will grow on to produce a regal display.

Q Remove dead flower heads before they
set seed, although the seed pods are
attractive and useful for fl ower arranging. 

The crown imperial
(circled, inset)

is one of my
favourite fl owers
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How should I plant the bulbs?
IN spring, plant the bulb so that it’s lying on
its side, on a layer of sand to assist drainage.
Plant bulbs 12in (30cm) apart in groups,
putting bulbs at a depth of 6-8in (15-20cm).

Planting on its side allows water to drain
through the scales of the leaves instead of
sitting at the base of the scales, where it can
lead to rot. These bulbs are heavy feeders, so
mulch with a 3-4in (8-10cm) layer of well-
rotted organic matter every autumn.
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Q I have several ceanothus bushes, three of which died after a very cold spell. They
had orange spots on their trunk and smelt strange. Now the leaves on the others 

are turning brown. Will they die too?
Mandy Garry, Whyteleafe, Surrey

A I’m not sure what the strange smell
might be, but I would think that the

orange spots are a fungal disease called
coral spot. It rarely causes plants to die, as
it usually appears after a plant has died.

It is possible that the browning leaves
on your remaining plants shows that they
have also succumbed to cold weather, but 

don’t give up on them yet. If there are signs
of growth as the weather improves, cut out
the dead stems.

If you scrape a small piece of bark away
with your thumbnail, you should be able
to tell if the bush is dead or alive – if it is
green underneath, then all is well, but if it’s 
brown, the stem has died.

Can I save my ceanothus bushes?
Always mix
compost well

When can I prune my peach tree?
QI have a peach tree. When is the 

right time to prune it?
Douglas Cullen (via email)

A Prune your peach when the flowers
have set, so you can differentiate

between the tree’s unflowered and
flowered stems.

In spring, shorten dead, diseased
and broken branches back to healthy
buds. Also cut back a third of older,
unproductive stems to stimulate strong
new shoots that will fruit the following
year. After pruning, feed with Vitax Q4 or
blood, fish and bone, as this will trigger 
robust growth. 

Q I put my grass cuttings, cardboard,
raw vegetables etc in a plastic

recycling bin. It is very wet and hasn’t
composted – how can I improve it?
Peter Harvey (via email)

A The best compost comes from a
mix of nitrogen-rich materials

(grass clippings, raw vegetables, green
leafy shoots) and carbon-rich materials 
(cardboard, woody stems, vegetable
stalks, autumn leaves).

These should be mixed together to
get the best results. Chop material up
before adding it to the heap, as the
smaller it is, the greater the surface
area will be for the organisms that are
essential to decomposition to work on.

Also mix up the whole heap, once you
have filled the bin to capacity, at least
twice during the composting period.
If the bin has a lid it will prevent the
heap becoming excessively wet, but it
may also cause the contents to dry out.
Leave the lid off occasionally to allow
rain to penetrate the heap.

Siting the compost bin on soil is an
excellent way for worms, woodlice,
beetles etc to move in and chomp
up the material, which increases the
surface area for microbial activity,
and their digestive processes are an
essential stage in decomposition.

With experts John Negus, Anna Toeman and Dr Jane Bingham

Ask Christine!

EMAIL US:
amateurgardening@timeinc.com

EXPERTS HELPLINE:
	0843 168 0200 (12 to 1pm weekdays)

WRITE TO US:
Ask Christine,
Amateur Gardening magazine,
Westover House, West Quay
Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG

AG Expert hotline
	 0843 168 0200

Call weekdays

from 12-1pm Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline, call costs from other networks may be higher.*
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Ceanothus are hardy in
most areas of the UK Good compost has a

mix of ingredients

Prune peach
trees after

flowers have
set young fruit
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Ask us! Don’t miss AG’s

7 May ‘Q&A special’ with Christine

Walkden (in the shops 3 May).

A Acers are affected by Horse chestnut scale. Fortunately, it
doesn’t usually cause any harm apart from unsightliness.

On a small plant it is worth trying to control, but on a larger
plant it can be tolerated – however, there is always a risk that an
infestation could lead to other problems such as sooty mould.

Scrape off the scales and egg masses and, if necessary, spray
the foliage with an insecticide, such as Vitax Organic 2 in 1 Pest &
Disease Control; Scotts Bug Clear for Fruit & Veg; Bayer Sprayday 
Greenfly Killer, or Provado Ultimate Bug Killer.

Treating scale on an acer

Controlling 
fungus 
gnats

QI am growing
Streptocarpus plants

indoors and they are
plagued with fungus gnats.
Is there a soil drench that 
would kill them?
Gail Smith (via email)

A Fungus gnats (sciarid
fly and mushroom fly)

are associated with potting
compost, a food source for the larvae. The flies are merely a
nuisance, but the larvae can damage young roots and stems.

You could use a sticky trap to catch the adult flies. Contact
insecticides such as pyrethrum (e.g. Py Spray Garden Insect
Killer), deltamethrin (Bayer Sprayday Greenfly Killer) or lambda-
cyhalothrin (Westland Resolva Bug Killer) will control the adult
flies, but may also affect the Streptocarpus’s hairy leaves.

Biological controls are also available, and good hygiene will help
– pick up dead leaves and flowers from the soil surface. A layer of
perlite, vermiculite or fine grit on the compost around the stems of 
susceptible plants will also help to reduce sciarid problems.
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QMy established container acer has an infestation of scale
insects. I have squashed as many as I can see, but is there any

thing else I can use or do?
Barbara Ball, Bletchley, Buckinghamshire

QWhy did
some of my

daffodils have lots 
of leaves but no

flowers this year? 

Emily Goodwin, St Ives

A This is daffodil ‘blindness’.
Help prevent it next year by

feeding your plants with a high
potassium feed after flowering.
Let the leaves die down naturally
before removing them (don’t tie
them in a knot!). Lift bulbs and
discard any that show signs of 
pests or diseases.

Quick

Questions

& Answers 
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Acers are affected by Horse chestnut scale

A clump of
‘blind’ daffodils

Fungus gnats are a nuisance
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QCan I use last year’s container
or growbag compost in this 

year’s pots?
Mary Crowther, Weymouth

A It is best not to, as last year’s
plants will have drained it of

nutrients and it may contain pests, such as vine weevil grubs,
and diseases. However, you can lay it on your borders to add 
a little extra goodness.
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A
GARDEN kneeler is an essential item. Available in many
shapes and sizes, kneelers are designed to take the
pressure off your knees when working at ground level.
Most are simple in design and offer a dry, clean and,

more importantly, soft surface to kneel on. Added to that there’s 
a vast choice of brightly coloured, or attractively patterned,
designs to choose from too.

We’ve tried out one of every type, from budget foam to top
of the range leather and even a kneeler that can convert into a
stool. Put to the test in wet and muddy conditions all proved to
be easy to wipe clean – the Bosmere, Haws, Garland and stool
pad wiped down with a damp sponge. As dirt didn’t stick to the
surface of the Honeysuckle Giant and Wilko Cushion Pad these
just needed to be wiped dry with some kitchen roll.

Where they did vary, though, was in their effectiveness on the
different test surfaces, which ranged from paving to gravel, soil
and turf.

All come equipped with a handle for carrying or hanging up.

Close-up work in beds and borders can
be uncomfortable. Consumer editor Julia 
Heaton looks at kneelers that can help

Kneelers

Features�����
Lightweight, firm foam waterproof cushion
with a handle, comes in four colours. Size: L.
151⁄2in (39cm); W. 71⁄2in (19cm); D. 1in (2cm).

Performance�����
A firm, protective kneeler that despite being
lightweight remained in position even
in blowy conditions. Although stones left
indents they couldn’t be felt through the
dense foam. It is small in size so movement 
was a little more restricted than others. 

Value�����
Budget buy with firm but good protection.

Tried&tested
We try before you buy

Garland Foam Pad
£4.30 rrp

	 01384 278256
From garden centres

Wilko Folding Kneeler Seat
£12 + £4 p&p or free store delivery

	 08000 329 329
� wilko.com

Wilko Cushion Pad
£6 + £4 p&p or free store delivery

	08000 329 329
� wilko.com

Features�����
Lightweight, attractive kneeler with
soft polyester foam pad and patterned
waterproof exterior. Size: L. 151⁄2in (39cm); 
W. 91⁄2in (24cm); D. 13⁄4 in (4.5cm).

Performance�����
The ground could be felt beneath the
padding on both concrete and gravel
surfaces. Being so lightweight it was the
first to take off in windy conditions. Fine
to use on the lawn and border however.

Value�����
Not as good value as it first appears.

Features�����
Sturdy folding steel frame with two foam
pads. Also doubles as a seat. Size: H. 20in
(50cm); L. 231⁄2 in (60cm); W. 101⁄2 in (27cm).

Performance�����
Bulky and the heaviest on test – so ideal
in strong winds. It was fine to use on any
surface, and the two handles provided
support for getting up and down. But the
pads could do with being softer, especially
when using over a longer period of time.

Value�����
Versatility at a very good price. 
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Personalised Herb
Board with Cutter 
£34.99 + P&P £3.99

	 0161 947 5900 �GettingPersonal.co.uk

Ideal as a present for an
foodie gardener this
beechwood herb board
comes engravedwith a
name ofyour choice.
The concave design is
ideal for chopping herb
with the double-handle
stainless steel mezzalu
8in (20cm) x H. 1 1 ⁄4in (3c

Make herb growing and
harvesting easy 

BosNeeleze Luxury Memory Foam
£12.99 + £3.99 delivery

Light, thickly padded soft memory foam
with neoprene cover, black waterproof
underside. Comes in six bright colours.
Size: L. 20in (50cm); W. 11in (28cm);
D. 11 ⁄2in (4cm). Also in junior size.

Performance�����
Very soft and supportive cushioning and
lovely to use on any surface. The ground 

Focus on herbs

Raspberry Herb Pots 
£14.95 + P&P £3.95

�annabeljames.co.uk

Add a pop of colour toyourwindowsill
and keepyour herbs close to hand. Made
from powder coated galvanized steel this
set of three pots and trayare:W. 4 1⁄2in
(11cm) x D. 4 1⁄2 in (11cm) x L . 12 1⁄2 in (32cm).

Sagaform Herb
Scissors £5.95 + P&P £2.95

	 01202 736414 � thekitchengiftco.com

Chop awaywith these stainless steel
scissors designed to make harvesting
easier and quicker. The six blades are set
atvarying angles to ensureyou get finely 
chopped leaves for cooking.  

� k

Honeysuckle Giant
Cushion £17.99 rrp 

	 01963 269077
From garden centres
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Haws Leather Kneeler
£32.50 free delivery

	 01283 543974
� garden4less.co.uk

{

{Next week: Our pick
of bistro tables for
two that can be folded 
away after use

Features�����
Large and lightweight in an attractive
William Morris design with leather effect
piping and handles, soft polyester filling
and waterproof PVC protection. Size: L 23in 
(58cm); W 16in (40cm); D 5in (12cm).

Performance�����
The size allowed for sitting in different
positions to work. But the padding was
insufficient on gravel and hard surfaces.
Could also be used as a sit-on cushion.

Value�����
Could do with firmer padding.

Features�����
Tough waxed waterproof fabric with thick
padding, leather patch and carry handle. L.
201⁄2 in (52cm); W. 81⁄2 in (22cm); D. 2in (5cm).

Performance�����
Firm yet supportive – none of the
surfaces could be felt through the
padding. As the heaviest pad it didn’t
budge in strong wind. It’s large handle
hooked easily over the arm and the dark 
colour didn’t show marks.

Value�����
Pricey but practical and should last.

couldn’t be felt beneath the padding as
the base was rigid. The bright easy- to-
spot colour did show muddy marks, 
however it wiped clean easily.

Value�����
Offered the most comfort and hard to
fault at this price. A good buy for kneeling 
for prolonged periods.
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*Calls cost 13p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge. P&P is £4.95 per order. ‘Was’ pricing refers to original selling prices offered on promoter’s website cjoffers.co.uk, and in their
retail store between 25/01/16 and 25/04/16. Offer subject to availability and open to UK mainland only. Please allow 7 working days for delivery. Return faulty/unused goods in resealed original
packaging for a refund or replacement within 30 days. Please note that postage is not refunded on unsuitable items or cancelled orders. Cards will be charged by, and your contract for supply of 
goods, is with BVG Airflo, a company wholly independent of Amateur Gardening, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd.

Please note that due to the weight of the Rattan products, delivery will take between five and seven days, and is charged at £24.95. Due to courier limitations, we are unable to deliver this 

product outside mainland UK, to Scottish Highlands and Isles or BFPO addresses.

Or visit� clifford-james.co.uk/61193
Ordering information:  Call ✆ 0871 911 7011 quoting 611933*

Amateur

Havana Rattan Lounge Set

Five Piece Siena Rattan Set

Easy gardening offers 

This high quality rattan set is ideal for enjoying the new

season ahead. It consists of two sofas, deep contrast cush-

ions for comfort and matching glass top table. Available

in either: black, brown (both with cream cushions) or grey

(with black cushions). Cushion covers are easily removable.   

Sofas measure: L137 x W65 x H73cm and weigh 15kg.

Table measures: L66 x W66 x H35.5 and weighs 10kg. 

Some self-assembly required.

Q D9475 Black

Q D9476 Brown

Q D9477 Grey

Q D9478 Spare Cream Seat Cover Set £39.99

This five piece rattan furniture set is perfect for sitting out

in the sun and entertaining family and friends. It comes with

a large glass top table and four chairs, made to slide under-

neath when not in use. Available in: black, brown (both with

cream cushions) or grey (with black cushions). Cushion covers 

are easily removable.

Table measures: L114 x W114 X H72cm.

Chairs measure L54.5 x W54.5 x H67.5cm.

Combined weight is 50kg. Some self-assembly required.

Q D9483 Black

Q D9484 Brown

Q D9485 Grey

Q D9486 Spare Cream Seat Cover Set £29.99

The incredible kink-free Easy Hose is everything your standard garden hose isn’t - super-

strong, durable and ultra-lightweight. It will expand to more than three times its length in

use before automatically contracting again in a matter of seconds. The cutting-edge design

eliminates virtually all of the twists and tangles associated with standard garden hoses, and

the universal fittings are compatible with all standard taps and hose attachments. Plus you 

can neatly store your Easy Hose next to your tap by adding a holder for just £7.99

Just £399.99 plus £24.95 delivery  

Was £599.99 – SAVE £200!

Just £299.99 plus £24.95 delivery  
Was £449.99, SAVE £150!

From just £14.99 plus £4.95 P&P, save up to £30

Q D8462 25ft Easy Hose set, £14.99 was £29.99

Q D8463 50ft Easy Hose set, £19.99 was £49.99

Q D8464 75ft Easy Hose set, £29.99 was £59.99

Q D8465 100ft Easy Hose set, £39.99 was £69.99

Q D8437 Holder for Easy Hose set, £7.99 was £14.99

Available in a choice of four

expanded lengths to suit your 

garden size:

25ft, 50ft, 75ft and 100ft. 

Also available in:

Brown Black

Expanding Easy Hose

Also available in:

Brown Grey
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F
RESH and full of flavour, summer
herbs put the ‘va va voom’ into
culinary creations, and now is the 
ideal time to sow seeds for a

summer-long supply. Whether used for
perking up salads, adding subtle nuances to
marinades or garnishing cocktails, they are
an essential ingredient for alfresco dining.

Grow basil or oregano and you’ll be well
on your way to treating your tastebuds to 
dishes reminiscent of Mediterranean
holidays, while dill or chervil take fish to
a whole new level. Chop a few chives and
watch the humble potato turn into a star
attraction; add coriander to salsas and
salads for a quick and easy flavour boost.

While some herbs are perennial and grow
in our gardens from one year to the next -
thyme, rosemary and mint among them
- most soft-leaved varieties are annuals that
need to be sown every spring. But given that
a packet of seeds will cost little more than a
pack of cut herbs from a supermarket – and

the returns will keep you going for far
longer – it really does make sense to put in
the relatively little time and effort required.

Sow summer herbs now, while
temperatures are rising and light levels are
increasing, and it should be possible to start
picking them within six to eight weeks. 

Some, such as chervil, dill, purslane and
parsley, should be put in every fortnight or
so to ensure a steady succession of leaves.
With others, basil and sweet marjoram
among the prime examples, it’s advisable to
sow at least six pots all at once, as early as
possible, because their growing season is
relatively short; having plenty on hand 

summer herbs
It’s time to sow

For a plentiful, flavoursome supply in the months ahead,
sow your herbs now. Sue Bradley gets some expert tips

means there will always be lots of leaves to 
pick when harvested plants are
regenerating. If in doubt, check the back of
the seed packet to assess how many 
sowings to make.

Once plants are a viable size, pick the tips
just above a pair of leaves to encourage new 
shoots to grow, creating a bushier plant.

Jekka McVicar has learned a thing or two
about growing summer herbs over the past
three decades, and this year she has used
her extensive knowledge to personally
select a range of seeds for Johnson’s. Her
general advice on sowing soft-leaved herbs 
is to use a seed compost, as she says a
general purpose type will be too rich,
leading to “weak and wobbly” seedlings.

Jekka recommends bringing on a small
number of seeds – no more than eight –
in modules that can be potted on in their
entirety, rather than sowing in trays and
pricking out plants, which she says will 
hamper their growth.

“It’s worth concentrating when you
sow – you’ll have a much better crop,”
says Jekka. “If you have sown too thickly 
you can simply eat the thinned-out 
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Whether you grow them in pots or
a dedicated bed, herbs will add
another dimension to the garden 
– and to mealtimes 

“Sow now for fresh
herbs in six weeks”

With decades of experience,
Jekka McVicar has been dubbed 
the Queen of Herbs



5 culinary classics

Basil
Use for pesto to mix into pasta, or
pistou to stir into soups. Delicious 
with tomatoes.

Oregano
This Med favourite perks up pizza,
pasta, meat and vegetable dishes, and 
works well with tomatoes.

Dill
Team leaves with oily fish or mix
with mayo for tasty potato salad. Use
flowers for pickles; seeds in breads.

Parsley
Traditionally added to white sauce
and served with fish. Grow flat leaf for 
robust flavour; curly for garnishes.

Chives
Chop leaves and sprinkle over salads
or potatoes for a mild onion flavour.
Pull flowers apart and add to salads.

Thai basil

Grow this aniseed-
flavoured basil to
recreate street food
like pad kra pao gai
(Thai basil chicken).

Fenugreek

The tangy flavour is
useful for Middle
Eastern dishes or
teas (leaves) and
curries (seeds).

Shiso purple

Citrusy member of
the mint family, also
known as perilla or
Japanese basil.
Great in stir fries  
or tempura.

Vietnamese
coriander

From specialist
growers, it needs a
heated greenhouse.
Use in place of
coriander or mint.
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Multiple sowings will create
a production line of herbs and

ensure you never run out

Try it!
seedlings as cress herbs.”
Now that the spring equinox has passed
there’s no need for extra heat, although
gardeners with propagators can set them to
a maximum of 18°C to get seedlings off to a
good start. Special care should be taken 
when sowing coriander afterApril,
however, as rising temperatures and a
lack of moisture can cause plants to bolt
quickly. “Forget to water and it will go to 
seed,” Jekka cautions.

Parsley pointers

On the other hand, those who find parsley
a little tricky may find themselves more
successful later in the summer. “The best
time is August because there’s no carrot fly
around and the soil is warm,” says Jekka.

Once herbs are a reasonable size they can
be planted in a sunny spot in the garden, or 
in containers filled with a soil-based
compost, which will retain moisture better
than other kinds of growing medium. Herbs
grown in pots should be fed regularlywith a
liquid seaweed-based fertiliser – Jekka uses 
Maxicrop – to keep them perky.

Water in the morning, so that plants can
take in moisture during the day. “It’s colder 
at night and the danger is that they will 
dampen off,” explains Jekka.

Make a start now and you will be
rewarded with flavoursome leaves all
summer long. And don’t forget to dry or
freeze some of your crop for the winter
months – that way, you will never be short 
of a flavour injection. ■

4 exotic 
herbs



Where to buy
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In cocktails, teas or desserts, mint
is the must-have summer herb 

Cutbackminttoapprox.

6cm(2 1/2in)fromthe

groundbetweenmidand

lateJune,toencourage

newshootsthatwillkeep

goinguntilthefirst  

hard frosts

TopTip

Johnson’s Seeds
�mr-fothergills.co.uk  
✆ 0333 777 3936

Suttons Seeds

� suttons.co.uk
✆ 0844 326 2200

Jekkas Herb Farm
� jekkasherbfarm.com  

✆ 01454 418878

4 tasty
mints

Lavender biscuits

Try it!

Moroccan mint
The best variety for making refreshing
mint tea, with a strong spearmint
taste. Ideal for mint sauce or jelly, too.

Lime mint
Good in cocktails, and for sorbets and
ice creams. Mainly spreads by surface
runners, so is less invasive than some.

Shortbread biscuits can be taken to
a whole new level with the addition
of a few herbs or aromatic flowers.

■ Make the dough by mixing together
110g (4oz) butter and 55g (2oz) caster
sugar and gradually adding 170g (6oz)
plain flour, along with a teaspoon of
lavender flowers or other herbs such
as chopped sage, lemon thyme, lemon 
verbena or rosemary leaves.

■ Roll out mixture to about 1cm (1/2in)
thick, cut into rounds and place on  
a greased baking tray.

■ Cook in an oven pre-heated to
190°C/ gas mark 5 for about 10 minutes,
until pale biscuit colour. Remove and 
cool on a wire rack.

Chocolate mint
Smells and tastes like the famous
after-dinner favourites. Works well in
summer drinks and with ice cream.

Apple mint
Add this fruity herb to salads, brew
with water for a warming tea or use
to garnish cocktails and desserts.
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summer herbs
It’s time to sow
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W
ITH their delicate
looks and amazing
staying power,
alstroemerias are

a favourite with flower fans. And
these special bordervarieties –
in a range of vibrant colours –
make wonderful additions to the
summer garden. Plant them in
beds or in large pots on the patio.

They are also suitable for
growing in a greenhouse or
polytunnel and will bloom
profusely, providing you with
armfuls of cut flowers through
the summer and into autumn.
The Border Alstroemeria
Collection comprises one plant
each of ‘Indonesian Summer’,
‘Lily White’, ‘Pretty in Pink’,
‘Rich and Rosy’ and ‘Salmon
Princess’. Height: 28-35in 
(70-90cm).

Q5 plants, one of each, 
for £24.95

Reader offer

Why not also 
try these
other great
value offers…

Want to fill your garden with flowers, attract pollinators and
perk up pots? Our pick of perennials ticks all the boxes 

Alstroemerias make lovely
cut fl owers that last for ages

Perfect perennials

Garden Pinks 

Named for the fancy serrated ‘pinking’ around the flower edges,
pinks are understandably popular. Chosen for their strong scent
and endless months of flowers, this collection offers some of the
best around, with one each of ‘Doris’ AGM, ‘Gran’s Favourite’ AGM,
‘Haytor’ AGM, ‘Houndspool Cheryl’ AGM and ‘Monica Wyatt’ AGM.
Q 5 plants for £8.95

5

PLANTS

FOR

£8.95

Penstemon Pensham 

No garden is too small for a few penstemons – they can even
be grown in containers. This selection from the Pensham Series
offers large, showy blooms, a strong, bushy habit and a long
flowering season. It comprises one each of ‘Wedding Day’, ‘Czar’,
‘Laura’, ‘Amelia Jayne’ and ‘Plum Jerkum’. H: 24-35in (60-90cm)
Q 5 plants for £9.95

5

PLANTS

FOR

£9.95

FREE
P&P worth
£4.95
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PERFECT PERENNIALS OFFER AG300416

�

(Maestro only)

(Maestro only) 

My card number is

Valid from Expires end Issue no.

I enclose my cheque no………............... Value £………...............
made payable to: Woolmans (with your name and address on the back).

To pay by Mastercard/Visa/Maestro (delete as applicable) complete card details below.

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Signature

(Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr/Title)

Address

Postcode

Telephone Date of birth

Amateur Gardening is published by Time Inc. (UK). Your personal information is collected by Time Inc. (UK) in order to
process your order.

Q Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by post or telephone for the purpose of research or
marketing of Time Inc. (UK)’s products or services.

Q Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by other organisations carefully selected by Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by post or
telephone for the purpose of research or marketing such organisations’ products or services.

Would you like to receive emails from Amateur Gardening and Time Inc. (UK) containing news, special offers and product and service information and take 
part in our magazine research via email? If yes, please enter your email address below.

Email

Code Product Price QTY Total

49548 Border Alstroemeria – 5 plants, 1 of each £24.95

46576 Penstemon Pensham – 5 plants, 1 of each £9.95

42782 Garden Pinks – 5 plants, 1 of each £8.95

46971 Hollyhocks – 5 plants, 1 of each £7.95

47104 Scabious Desert Series – 5 plants, 1 of each £14.95

41364 Garden Hardy Fuchsias – 5 plants, 1 of each £8.95

FREE
P&P

£

30 APRIL 2016 / AG300416

Amateur

Send to: Amateur Gardening Offers (AG300416), Woolmans, Western Avenue, 
Matrix Park, Chorley, Lancs PR7 7NB

Q TELEPHONE ORDER LINE

	0845 658 9137, please quote AG300416

(Only orders above £10 by phone please).

Q   PRIORITY ORDER LINE at� woolmans.com/ag300416

Total

Garden Hardy Fuchsias 

Fuchsias are one of our most-loved summer flowers, and these
hardy types will bloom from June right through to autumn – then
return the next year once the frosts have gone! Ideal for beds,
borders and containers, the collection comprises ‘Garden News’,
‘Delta’s Sarah’, ‘Army Nurse’, ‘Alice Hoffman’ and ‘Shrimp Cocktail’.
Q 5 plants for £8.95

5
PLANTS

FOR
£8.95

Scabious Desert Series 

Delicate pincushion-like flowers in bright, fruity shades combine
with a neat, compact habit. From summer to autumn these nectar-
rich perennials attract a flutter of butterflies and other pollinators.
Collection comprises one each of ‘Strawberry Parfait’, ‘Blackberry 
Fool’, ‘Blueberry Muffin’, ‘Cherry Pie’ and ‘Plum Pudding’.
Q 5 plants for £14.95

5
PLANTS

FOR

£14.95

Hollyhocks

Great for adding height to the back of borders or decorating a
sunny wall, the ‘Chater’s Double’ series offers plants with sturdy
spikes filled with large, frilled peony-type blooms from July to
September. Highly attractive to bees and butterflies. The collection
comprises one each of Salmon, White, Purple, Yellow and Scarlet.
Q 5 plants for £7.95

5
PLANTS

FOR
£7.95

How to

order

From

Cardholders call the credit card and debit
card order hotline on	0845 658 9137 quoting

AG300416. The order lines are open seven days a week 8am to 8pm.

Only orders above £10 by phone please.

Alternatively, please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS. Remittance may

be made by Mastercard, Visa, Maestro, or cheque (name, address and AG 300416

on back of cheque please), crossed and made payable to Woolmans. Offer available

to readers on the UK mainland only.

This offer is not available in conjunction with any other. If you are ordering online,

please ensure that you add all items, including any special offer items, to your 

basket. This offer is subject to availability.

All correspondence concerning this offer should be sent to: Amateur Gardening Perfect Perennials Offer

(AG300416), Woolmans, Western Avenue, Matrix Park, Chorley, Lancs PR7 7NB. All items despatched within 14

working days, and plants supplied as young plants in 3 5cm diameter plugs. Offer closes 21 May (or while stocks

last) 2016. Please note that your contract for supply of goods is with Woolmans, Gazeley Road, Kentford, Suffolk, CB8 

7QB. (Terms & conditions available on request.) Offers subject to availability.
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with Jenny Bagshaw

Write to: Jenny Bagshaw, Amateur Gardening Westover House, West Quay Road,

Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG or email: amateurgardening@timeinc.com

L
EAFING through seed catalogues
is apleasant activity butwhen it
comes to choosing the right plants
foryour garden nothing beats

actually seeing themgrowing in the ground
Last year I vis ted theTulip Festival at

PashleyManornearTicehurst in East
Sussex EveryApril when tulips are at their
peak thousands of visitors come to admire
themagnificent colour themeddisplays
that fill everyborder and overflow from
containers throughout the garden
Helpfully tulipvarieties are labelled so

that visitors canmake notes and take
photographs of their favourites aswell as
anyplanting combinations theywould like
to recreate in their own gardens Even
better BlomsBulbs a topUKsupplier of
bulbs has amarqueewherevisitors can
place the rorderwe l ahead of planting
time (October/November)

Tulip festival

Twenty twoyears ago James Sellick owner
of PashleyManor was driving up a

mountain inAustria in earlyFebruarywhen
a friend telephoned him Hello Jim she
said doyou knowwhatyear this is?
1994 he responded No no she replied
It s the anniversaryof the first tulips
arriving in Europe Youmust have aTulip
Festival Whenhe queried howthis could

happenwhen the tulips should have been
planted the previousNovember she said
Don tworryabout that We ll have a tulip
memorabilia exhibitionwith paintings
drawings books fabrics and furniture and
thenwew ll buya lot of potted tulips to put
outside the front door

Visit gardens with spectacular tulip displays now, and get
ideas for your own garden There can’t be a nicer way to
plan next spring’s display, says Stephanie Donaldson

Tohis great surprise twas aconsiderable
success and the decisionwas taken to
expand the festival the followingyear
James approachedRonald Blom of Bloms
Bu bs and proposed incorporating adisplay
of their award winning tulips into the 1995
festival From that small beg nningwith a
planting of 5 000bulbs it has grownby
several thousand tulips eachyear and they
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“All Pashley’s tulips
are planted as new
bulbs each year”

At Pashley Manor tulip plant ngs are carefu ly
colour themed to avo d the fru t salad effect of
random combinations Pictured Tu ipa Orange
Princess Sensual Touch and Abu Hassan

Tu ipa Rems Favourite and Curly Sue
surround one of the striking scuptures
at Pashley Manor Gardens

learn&

Look

A VERY fat pied wagtail came visiting
yesterday and it didn’t seem at all
concerned as I moved in closer to get a
photo. I don’t know if he was plumped up to
try and dry out after the rain or was just fat.  

Perhaps he or she had fi lled up on my 

In the family way?

YOU asked us to
respond about
whether we
leave our tulips
in the ground or
throw them away
(AG 16 April).

I always have
to buy new bulbs
as I think slugs
keep munching
away on mine.

My tulips grow
in a three foot
high, free-
draining bed of good soil mixed with
compost and blood, fish and bonemeal.
Plus I have no sign of fire blight, and have
never seen it in my garden.

This year I’ve spent £60 on new bulbs, not
something I do regularly, so I’m anticipating
a great show. Many are already in bud and
I’m so looking forward to seeing the new
‘ice-cream’ type one in bloom.

I have mine mixed in with forget-me-nots
and wallflowers as I like the cottage garden 
design the best.
Barbara Lawrence, Chalgrove, Oxon

My tulip heaven

I
REALLY enjoyed reading the article in
AG (26 March) ‘Nothing says summer
like Sunflowers’. I love sunflowers

and enjoy growing them with the children
I teach at Crosshall Infant School, St Neots.

In 2015 we had a whole of school
sunflower competition to see who could
grow the tallest sunflower. We had well 
over 60 photographic entries with
children standing by their ‘Russian
Giants’, with prizes for the tallest in our
four year groups. Oscar’s sunflower was 
the tallest at over four metres high!

Last year we also grew a variety of
sunflowers in our Nursery garden. Then
in September all our new Nursery
children had a ‘sunflower tour’ around a
variety of different ones that had been
grown during the summer, and they had
their photograph taken next to one of our
‘Russian Giants’. This was put in their
special books which they love looking at!

Now for the second year running Sally
and Sammy (our sunflower dolls) have
launched our whole of school sunflower
competition, just before the Easter
holiday, again to see who can grow the 

Race for
the sun

tallest at home.
I’ll keep AG readers posted on their

progress and of our whole school 
sunflower competition too.
Julie Shaw, St Neots, Cambs

Your letters

Digi pic

of the

week

offerings orwas possibly full of eggs ready to
lay them?
Jennifer Lang, Cinderford, Gloucs.

Jenny says... Apparently birds don’t have
‘pregnancies’ nor do they store eggs in their
bodies. An egg is formed just two days
before it’s laid, and only one at a time.

I HAVE spent years (too many in fact),
battling to keep slugs away from my hostas
and vegetables. Then my grand-daughter
gave me these unusual scrap metal ‘snails’
for my birthday.

I think it’s rather ironic that, after so long,
I’ve given pride of place to a pair of snails.

My late husband would have found it 
totally hilarious!
Mrs Linda Gaunt, Leeds

Brian the snail’s
relations perhaps!

Star

letter

Sunfl ower ‘Russian Giant’
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WE were unwrapping a large tree fern
from a plant fleece to allow the new
fronds to unfurl but, as we did so, we
were surprised by this discovery. There
was a small nest hidden amongst the
fronds with five blue eggs inside!

Quickly, so as not to disturb the nest,
we wrapped it back up. Now we’re
waiting patiently for the eggs to hatch
and the fledglings to leave so we can 
see the beautiful fronds unfurl.
Julie Ward, Middlesbrough, Teeside
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I MOVED house in January and this cherry
tree was almost the only plant still in place 
in my new garden.

The previous owners bought it to
commemorate the birth of their daughter.
As they were staying with family until
their new house was ready they asked me
to look after it until they could come and
dig it up. So I’ve had the pleasure of all the
glorious blossom this spring.

If I’m lucky enough to win a gardening
voucher, guess what I’ll buy? A cherry tree!
Linda Lewis, Leeds

I SAW this large hedgehog in the garden,
eating the crocuses. I almost didn’t spot
him as he was very well disguised, though I
wonder why his head seems shiny - a sign
of maturity perhaps?

Although we feed a badger at the bottom
of our large garden, the hedgehogs seem to
thrive. I don’t know of anything else in my 
life which has brought me such 
contentment as my garden.
Patricia Holden, Williton, Somerset

Jenny says... I detect a hint of boot brush
about your prickly ‘visitor’ here Patricia!

Brush with nature

I READ ‘Cracked pot rescue’
(9 April) where Ruth said
she’d lost several large,
terracotta containers to
the cold this year. I’d like to 

recommend her to use
Milliput, a two part epoxy

putty that’s widely available in many
colours for repairing cracked or broken
ceramic pots,

Some years ago, I inherited a large,
terracotta pot in two pieces. Repaired with
Milliput, it’s now survived two or three
winters outdoors without further damage.  
Rob Smith, Sittingbourne, Kent

Readers

Quick

Tips
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Outdoors is the new indoors
THE range of structures that enable you to
stay outside in all weathers has never been
greater. Top choices are summerhouses,
wooden gazebos and pavilions, but they are
on the pricey side. So why not update your
shed instead. Add some colourful paint on
the outside and a comfy chair and table
inside – tidy tools to make room. Some
gardeners are even evicting vehicles from
their covered carports and using the space 
for seed sowing and propagating.

Bee happy
AS awareness grows about dwindling bee
populations and the risk this poses to crop 
pollination, more and more of us are
sowing bee-friendly annuals and choosing
single-flowered perennials over the less
accessible double flowers. Top spring picks
include crocus, hellebore and flowering
currant, followed by foxglove, lavender, 
bergamot, marjoram and Phacelia

tanacetifolia as the days warm up, then
thyme, sunflowers, everlasting pea and
ivy. For a long flowering period try chive, 
comfrey and dead nettle.

L
OVE them or loathe them, at one
time or another we’ve all been
influenced by the latest garden
fashions – whether it’s installing

decking, planting for wildlife or painting our
fences blue. But while top designers
promote concepts such as sustainability or 
naturalistic planting, the reality is that
gardens are, ultimately, reflections of their 
owners, and there is no point in simply
following trends if they do not work for you 
or your plot.

Often, our outdoor space is not purely
decorative but functional, too, having to
incorporate features such as play areas or
car parking. Lack of time can be another
important factor, along with budgets, which
determine what we can afford to buy and 
even where we shop.

Garden consultant Andy McIndoe from
Hilliers Nurseries and Garden Centres 
believes that availability is key to
influencing trends. “The plants that sell are
those that look good in a pot,” he explains.

According to Andy, many people now
want ‘instant results’, whether this means
putting down a realistic-looking artificial
lawn or buying flowering plants for a quick, 
easy and effective potted display.

But what of the latest designer looks
we see at shows like Chelsea? Celebrity
gardener David Domoney says these are
like the gardening equivalent of catwalk
fashion; in other words, they are not what
the majority of us actually go out and buy, 
but influences will often filter down.

He cites TV gardening shows as a major
factor in shaping trends. “Love My Garden 

has 4 million viewers and we know of
instances in which practical appliances or 

ideas we’ve used have sold out the next 
day,” he reveals. “With gardening,
inspiration often comes from problem
solving or creating something specific for
a person. In myview, a garden should be 
an extension of a personality and 
character.”

So by all means keep abreast of trends,
just don’t be afraid to cherry pick those
that suit you – and ignore the rest. ■

gardening
trends

Top seven

Want to know what’s making waves in gardening right
now? Sue Bradley reveals the latest ideas for outdoors  
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Summerhouses can be
multifunctional, with a place
to store tools and space to 
sit and have a cuppa

Turn your shed into a den

Bees enjoy nectar-rich
flowers like echinops

“Plants that look
good tend to sell” 
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Mix veg with ornamentals
COMBINING attractive-looking fruit and
veg with ornamentals is no longer the sole
preserve of the potager. Many of us are now
blurring the lines and making our gardens
both productive and pretty. Whether it’s
adding a blueberry bush to a flower border,
lining vegetable plots with low lavender
hedges or planting dwarf cabbages and
kales alongside bedding in container
displays, there’s no shortage of ideas to
make your garden look good enough to eat.

Slatted fence panels
MODERN and smart-looking, slatted fences
have been all the rage at shows like Chelsea
and Hampton Court in recent years – but
how do you use them on a boundary and
maintain privacy? The answer is louvre
slatting. The angled slats can be fixed or
adjustable, enabling you to open or shut
them like a Venetian blind. Use to fence a
boundary or for screening wheelie bins or
composters. Slats can be painted or left au
naturale.� grangefen.co.uk for stockists.

50 shades of green
FOR a minimalist look and a soothing feel,
there is one colour that delivers: green. And
with so many shades, shapes and textures
to choose from, it is far from boring. Opt for
specimen plants likeHydrangea quercifolia
(pictured) orMahonia xmedia, with their
bonus flowers and dramatic autumnal leaf
colours. Or use evergreens and perennials
as a green backdrop for a few perfectly
placed flowers. Low maintenance, this will
work if you are short of either light or time.

Pallet garden furniture
IT was only a matter of time before the
trend for upcycling was embraced by savvy
gardeners with a few basic DIY skills. Once
used simply for making compost heaps,
wooden pallets are now being pressed into
service to fashion outdoor armchairs and
sofas – perfect for surrounding a fire pit.
You can cheat and buy ready-made or
build your own – a quick Google search
reveals plenty of designs to copy. Source
secondhand pallets from online stockists
or have a chat with a local factory; they
may be happy to pass them on for free. 

Convenience gardening
OKAY, it may not be the cheapest way to
maintain your outdoor space, but the
demand for quick-fix solutions among
those who want to enjoy their gardens but
have little time for the actual gardening
means that, these days, there’s a product or
gadget for almost every task – from seed
sowing to grass cutting. Thanks to the likes
of automatic irrigation systems, robotic
mowers, specially-selected seed mixes and 
plug plants, and faux grass that actually
looks the part, we can still have gardens
to be proud of, for a fraction of the effort. 

What’s hot for 2016
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Plant Swiss chard with nasturtiums Horizontal slats are very now Planting a border? Join the green party 

Wooden pallets can
easily be upcycled

Friend or faux? Sales of
no-mow artifi cial grass are up

Gro-ables seed pod

Miracle-Gro’s
all-in-one seed,
growing medium
and feed comes
ready to push into a
pot of compost.
Collection includes
tomatoes and herbs. £2 each, Asda.

Time savers

Meadow mixes

Problem solver seed
mixes for wildflower
fans, tackling issues
like aphids (ladybird-
attracting flowers)
and dry soil. From
£6.49,�meadow
inmygarden.co.uk.

Easi-plant baskets

Made from weather-
proof recycled
plastic, with clever
slot-in side panels.
Two sizes available.
From £9.95 for two.
� unwins.co.uk A
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Grow veg on the cheap

mart s o in ti s
Use trash to save cash

SAVE £££
on garden plants, tools & products

Wage war
on pests
The worst offenders

and how to tackle them

Sow tasty
tender veg
Runners, courgettes,

sweetcorn and more!

Tulips in
trouble?
Christine has

all the answers

get more
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money!
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row your best
ever blooms!
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Crossword
...just for fun!
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ACROSS

1 The herb Petroselinum
crispum (7)
6 One keeps fruiting plants
in one, to protect the
produce from birds (4)
7 Type of small apple
crustacean (4)
8 The tree Fraxinus
excelsior (3)
9 Buddy, found in a plant’s
sepal (3)
10 Gershwin brother found
in spiraea spirals, as well as
in Madeira! (3)
11 Conical, yet using as
few words as possible
to communicate much
information! (7) (anag)
12 Garland of flowers in
Hawaii (3)
13 America, as regards
to three-quarters of the
banana genus (1,1,1)
14Clematis vitalba is
known as ___ man’s beard
(3)
15 Fibre from the husk of
a coconut, used in making
rope and matting, but also
as an alternative to peat in

composts (4)
16 Jewish republic in
southwestern Asia, as in
Narcissus ‘____ Canyon’ (4)
17 Important, and in a
manner worthy of respect;
as befitting the 2 down, and
many of the large houses
up and down the land! (7) 

DOWN

2 Common name for several
plants of Lilium regale (5,6)
3 Lost petals? A hygienic
way to cover and seal a cut,
scratch or graze (11) (anag)
4 Natural mineral, formed
by hydration of certain
basaltic minerals, and
which expands with the
application of heat; used
in composts to assist with
drainage (11)
5 Genus of heather-like
evergreen shrubs from
South America, including
the violet pichi (7)
9 Aristolochia grandiflora
is known as the _______ 
fl ower (7)

KEYWORD TO WORDSEARCH 306 (AG, 26 MARCH)
INDOCALAMUS
AND THE WINNER IS: JOHN ALBISTON, TUNBRIDGE WELLS

�

This word
search

comprises plant
names and gardening words
beginning with the letter
‘N’. They are listed below; in
the grid they may be read
across, backwards, up, down
or diagonally. Letters may
be shared between words.
Erroneous or duplicate
words may appear in the
grid, but there is only one
correct solution. After the
listed words are found there
are 11 letters remaining;
arrange these to make this 
week’s KEY WORD.

NANDINA
NARCISSUS
NELUMBO
NEMOPHILA
NEPENTHES
NEPETA
NERINE
NERIUM
NEWT
NICOTIANA
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NUT
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This week’s Keyword is ..................................................................................

Name.....................................................................................................................

Address ................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

Postcode..............................................................................................................

Email .....................................................................................................................

Tel no.....................................................................................................................

Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, publisher of Amateur Gardening will collect your personal information solely to 
process your competition entry.

HOW TO ENTER: Enter this week’s keyword on the entry
form, and send it to AG Word Search No 311, Amateur
Gardening, Westover House, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset
BH15 1JG, to arrive by Weds 11 May, 2016. The first correct entry 
chosen at random will win our £30 cash prize.

No:

311

Wordsearch

How to enter:

Send your name and address on the back of a postcard to
Aftercut All in One Draw, Amateur Gardening, Westover
House, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG. Or you can
email your details to ag giveaway@timeinc.com, heading
email Aftercut All in One Draw. Closing date: 2 May 2016.

Aftercut All in One is a triple-action lawn
treatment that greens and feeds your lawn
while controlling weeds and moss. It green
in just seven days, while conditioning and
nourishing your lawn. Each of the boxes
up for grabs will treat 150 square metres
of lawn. We have 5 boxes to give away this
week, worth £10 each. See below for detai
of how to enter the competition.

Prize draw

£30!
Win
 

CROSSWORDANSWERS

ACROSS1Parsley6Cage7Crab8Ash9Pal 10 Ira 11 Laconic 12 Lei

13USA14Old15Coir16Zion17Stately

DOWN 2 Regal lilies 3 Elastoplast 4 Vermiculite 5 Fabiana 9 Pelican
Tea break
Gardener’s
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What is it?
Small Alpine perennial with fern-like,
grey-green leaves that are finely cut.
Plants reach up to 8in (20cm) height and
spread. Spring flowering around Easter –
which is where the common name comes
from – the blooms, up to 31/2in (8cm)
across, are bell or cup shaped in white, 
pink or purple. The whole plant is 
smothered in fine, silky hairs. 

Why grow it?
The relatively big, early flowers with
bright yellow centres are eyecatching and
subtle – a classy addition to rockeries,
Alpine beds or any sunny, free-draining
border edge in the garden. Pulsatilla does
well in pots, too. It’s real attraction is the
brushes of fern-like narrow leaves
smothered in silky hairs. It’s hard to stop
yourself stroking the plant as though it
were a cat. The raggedy mop-top seed
heads that follow look like Animal from
The Muppets on a bad hair day. It’s a plant
that everyone from plantaholics to young 
children can enjoy.

How to grow it
The key to success is full sun and a free-
draining growing medium. Sandy soils are
ideal. If your soil is heavy add loads of
horticultural grit and garden compost to
open it up (not well-rotted manure, which
is too rich). Growing in a raised bed aids
drainage and brings the flowers closer. In
a pot grow in John Innes No2 with added
grit. Buy plants now, in flower, harden
them off and set them in their growing site
or container. Mulch with gravel to set the
plant off and aid drainage. Deadheading
fading flowers will prolong flowering, or
let seeds set, collect them when ripe and
sow immediately. Protect plants from 
winter wet.

Where to buy plants:
Available at nurseries and garden centres. 
Plants can be bought mail order from:

J Parker’s✆0161 848 1100  
�jparkers.co.uk
Crocus✆01344 578111 �crocus.co.uk

Buy seeds from:
PlantWorld Seeds ✆01803 872939 

�plant-world-seeds.com

The pasque flower (Pulsatilla vulgaris)

A classy spring flowering Alpine with bold blooms and a feline attraction

Plant focus

It’s a greattime to buyplants orsow seeds

Pulsatillas are not always purple
Pulsatilla vulgaris comes in a range of flower
colours from white (alba) through pink and
purple to the bright red you see shown here, in
varieties ‘Red Cloak’ (Thompson & Morgan) and
‘Red Bells’ (�Perennials.com). Give pulsatillas
space to show off their modest charms, don’t
swamp them with other spring flowering species.
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A new take on crop circles
There’s nothing alien about the potager-style planting here, which looks and tastes great!

“It’s nice to come out,

pick stuff and use it”

Getting it right does require a careful
balancing act, and certain things simplywill 
not work in a small space. “I can’t grow
lettuces because I would have holes all the
time,” explains Laura, who sticks to kale and
red cabbage, snipping off individual leaves
when needed. Peas and beans growing up
poles have the three-fold advantage of
requiring relatively little room, producing a
good crop per plant and featuring colourful
flowers. Equally successful are Laura’s fruit 

Ideas for gorgeous gardens
Get lookthe

T
ASTY and tasteful; productive and
pretty – it is possible for edibles
and ornamentals to share the same
space, even if the plot in question is

only 150sq ft. Proof lies in the garden at 14
Tetherdown, north London, where fruit,
vegetables and herbs intermingle with
flowers and shrubs. There is also a small
pond, a lawn and two seating areas, yet a
clever design based around a series of circles
prevents the whole from feeling cramped.

Owner LauraWashburn Hutton is a food
blogger and writer, so the idea of growing
her own produce had obvious appeal. “Not
everyone who likes to cook likes to garden
and vice versa. But you often find an affinity,”
she says. “It’s nice to come outside, pick stuff 
and use it.”

trees – three apples, a self-pollinating plum
and two pears – which dominate the border 
at the end of the garden.

Then there are plants that straddle the 
ornamental/edible divide, such as
nasturtiums. While many use the bright
orange flowers in salads, Laura prefers the
leaves, which work well in place of basil in
homemade pesto. “Nasturtiums are pretty
and fill things up nicely, too,” she explains.

Flowers like roses, salvias and Verbena

bonariensis add cottage garden appeal from 
early summer, while shrubs and grasses,
along with the design, ensure that when the
edibles are gone, interest is maintained. “I
do lose a bit in winter but it doesn’t matter,”
says Laura. “I’ve still got the shape from the 
circles and it always looks nice.” ■

Laura chose to “rebel against the squareness” of her
plot by filling the space with circles, linked by a curved
path. This creates the illusion of space and provides
interesting-shaped beds. Classic cottage garden
planting offsets more practical, productive plants
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Grow currants – redcurrants are the
easiest; just don’t forget to stake as they 
crop heaviest on last year’s wood

Vary heights by using hummock-forming 
grasses like Hakonechloa macra 
‘Alboaurea’ and box spheres

Use space wisely. Step-over apples can be 
underplanted with low growers like
strawberry plants and nasturtiums 

Ornamental thyme looks lovely when
allowed to grow between paving slabs. 
Try Thymus pseudolanuginosus 

Make a statement bed. A raised
concrete circle encloses a

chamomile ‘lawn’ and offers
an edge to sit on 

Go multi-purpose with pots.
Containers of tomatoes and culinary

herbs can be camouflaged by those
featuring prettier plants  
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OWNER Laura

Washburn Hutton

ADDRESS 14 Tetherdown, 

London N10 1NB

GARDEN SIZE 50ft x 30ft 

(15m x 9m)

ASPECT East facing

SOIL London clay, heavily

enriched with compost and 

regularly mulched

SPECIAL FEATURES Circles-based design

with lawn, patio, seating and pond, plus

feature bed of chamomile. Mix of edible and

ornamental plants, including chive border,

espaliered fruit trees, and soft fruit bushes.

Meet the owner
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I
F a man speaks in a forest and no
woman is there to hear him, is he still
wrong? I wouldn’t know, but I can say
with certainty that if the forest floor is

covered in Spanish bluebells and not
English ones, that is very wrong indeed.

On the whole, plants are only ‘wrong’
when chosen for the wrong purpose.
Russian tarragon instead of French is
wrong because only the delicate anise 

flavour of French tarragon is the real deal.
If you want berries on your holly, then Ilex

‘Silver Queen’ is wrong as it’s a male and
won’t bear fruit, unlike Ilex ‘Golden King’
which confusingly is female.

Spanish bluebells are real wrong ’uns and
I should know, as my garden is cursed with 
thousands of the blighters.
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Nurseryman and former Gardeners’ World host
Toby Buckland

sprout as surely as cress on a windowsill.
I’ve been pulling them out every spring

for years and now the plants are just going
over it’s the perfect time to tackle them.

First I pull out the flower stems, removing
their chance of setting seed and hopefully
damaging the underground bulb. Then I
follow this up with a hand-trowel, levering
up the bulbs while pulling the fleshy leaves
to remove them from the soil.

It might sound like madness to pull out
flowers, but if you don’t you can say
goodbye to other bulbs and herbaceous
blooms as they will take over your whole 
garden. You’ve been warned!

“It might sound like
madness to pull out

the fl owers”

Tune in
to Toby on BBC
Flower Show

coverage

Unlike our native bluebell which has dark, 
purple petals and lines of dangling bells
along one side of the stem, this Iberian
invader is pale and a lot less interesting.

The blooms are unscented and big, as are 
the leaves which spread like a weed to
choke whole borders.

They are the horticultural equivalent of
grey squirrels, naturalising in our gardens
and woodlands, and stealing the habitat of
our natives.

Some would argue that their watery-blue
flowers are pretty, and they are in a leggy
hyacinth-like way, but don’t be taken in. If
left, each stem drops dozens of seeds that’ll 

Tackling Spanish bluebells
They may look pretty, but left unchecked, non-native
bluebells will soon take over your garden, warns Toby

To get rid of Spanish bluebells I pull
out fl ower stems then dig up the bulbs

top tipsToby’s

Q Tackle deep-rooted weeds and
unwanted bulbs just after rain, as the
fl eshy roots are easier to pull from the soil.

QWhen weeding Spanish bluebells, make
sure you remove the elongated bulbils too, 
as even the smallest will re-grow.
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Dig-up onion weed
ONION weed (Allium triquetrum,

right), muscari and Spanish bluebells
are too risky to bury on the compost
heap, as even if buried right at the
bottom they’ll grow up through.

I spread what’s dug from borders
out on a pallet or old compost bag to
dry and then either put them in the 
green bin or burn on a fire.
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Spanish bluebells
take over borders
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